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Foreword
Island-based tourism is a major industry in the Great Barrier Reef area. While resorts are built on
islands, which are part of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area (GBRWHA), the waters
surrounding the islands form part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. At present, there are about
27 resorts on islands within the boundaries of the GBRWHA. These islands invariably have cringing
coral reefs and, in some cases, seagrass meadows surrounding the island shore. Sewage effluent
discharges from these resorts has long been of concern to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority (GBRMPA).
Specific examples of ‘problem’ sewage systems in the 1980s included those at Green Island, where
almost untreated effluent was released at the edge of the reef flat, and at Hayman Island where
secondary treated effluent was discharged close to the fringing reef causing measurable reef
degradation. The long-term effects of sewage effluents, particularly the nutrients, nitrogen and
phosphonts in the effluent, are reasonably well understood. Excessive nutrients cause reductions in
coral growth, modify the calcification process, promote the growth of other organisms at the expense
of coral and inhibit coral reproduction and recruitment. Much of our understanding
of the effects of
sewage discharges on coral reef systems comes from the well-studied Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, where
large-scale sewage discharge over many years to an enclosed bay led to almost complete destruction
of the reef system. Diversion of the discharge to the open ocean allowed the reef system to partially
recover after some years.
In 1991, GBRMPA introduced new sewage system requirements for effluent discharges to the Marine
Park. The purpose of the new requirements was to ensure that sewage discharges did not degrade
reefs of the Marine Park. This was accomplished by requiring and encouraging resorts to discharge as
little effluent as possible i.e. reuse as much as possible for land irrigation purposes and, if discharging
at all, to use tertiary, nutrient reduction treatment of the effluent. Thus, for example, by the early 1990s
the systems at Green and Hayman Islands had been upgraded to a high standard. One of the principal
strategies of the sewage management policy was encouragement to reuse effluent on the islands for
irrigation of gardens, golf courses and other grasslands. GBRMPA needed to cont%m that this strategy
was effective i.e. that sewage nutrients were stored or eliminated on the land and not returned to reef
waters. In addition, an understanding
of the pathways of nutrient storage and flow after irrigation
was required, especially under the differing geology, soil types, rainfall regimes and vegetation types
present on different islands. To gain this knowledge, GBRMPA asked the CRC Reef to undertake a
research program, the results of which are presented in this report.
The results of the studies on Great Keppel, Dunk and Brampton Islands explained in this report give
GBRMPA, and resort management, confidence that most of the nitrogen applied as effluent to
vegetated areas is retained on site in these examples. It is also probable that similar retention of
phosphorus occurs although not directly studied in the present work. This knowledge also provides
some confidence that other similar resort effluent irrigation schemes may work in an equally
satisfactory way although, in the end, each case must be assessed against the circumstances particular
to each island and resort. The report is also particularly useful as a resource document for the design
and operation of sewage irrigation systems. Recommendations
regarding desirable soil depths,
irrigation spatial and temporal patterns, windbreaks, land slopes and effluent loadings will be of use
to both operators and management for the design and assessment of proposed sewage irrigation
systems. Overall this report provides an excellent practical basis for our ability to recommend sewage
reuse on Great Barrier Reef islands and minimise marine disposal.

Mr Jon Brodie
Research Scientist
Australian Centre for Tropical Freshwater Research, James Cook University
(Former Director, Water Quality and Coastal Development,
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority)
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The influence of dissolved chemicals, especially nutrients such as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus
(P), on the water quality of the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) Lagoon is assuming greater importance
as pressuresfor development, both on the adjacent i&inland and on islands in the lagoon,
increase. Consideration must be given to marine water quality hound the main rekf structure
itself and also around numerous fringing reefs often associatedwith islands throughout the
region.

The local marine environment around these fringing reefs will be influenced by

discharges from the islands. Given that coral reef’ecology is sensitive to relatively small
elevations of nutrient concentrations abode natural background levels, appropriate management
of watei and waitewater in reSohs & t&e
eventual fa?edf th&e nutrients.

”

”

’

islads &II rely ‘on accurate predictions ok the
‘.
I’,
,i

”

This report describesnumerical studies that have the objective of quantifying the significance of
,..
N flows fr&ffluent&gatio~‘pract~ce
on resort islands. Our study concentraieson N~b&use,
in land .diipo&l of ef%liie&‘~P will be adsoibed;by-thd soil,’ rehucing ‘its mobili& and the
!. ;: ,:
e&iromnental nsk p&d. As effltiknt irrigation schemesare bkotiing’ ti in&aGngly ‘io@ar
alternative to dceti outfalls, their r&.lati& Successin retarding h leaching was of cotisiderable
interest.
In order to estimate @per IiinitS for potehtial N dischargesto the s& numerical modelling of thk
‘.
fate of N wlthin fhe unsaturatedzone under lawn has been &de&ken for three different resorts
of climatically and geologically diffeiing ‘characteristics. A s&es of hypothetical &fluent
irrigation reghes was considered. Tliese regimes were basedon assumedfractions of the actual
wastewater pr&uced daily, coupled with data obtained for N measuredintermittently in treated
sewag’eover four y&s.
The’ parameters requred for this study were primarily obtained from literature sources
supplemented by some laboratory measuryments, with simulations driven by historic
meteorological data and expeiimentally determined soil hydraulic properties.
Sensitivity studies were also undertaken on the effect of spatially variable soil hydraulic
propertieson the soil water flux model, and parametervariations on the N cycling sub-model,

The first sensitivity study took account of stochastic variations in measured soil hydraulic
properties ranging from f 1 standard deviation from the mean, and defined an envelope of
probableoutcomes fqr deep percolation output at each site. A secondsensitivity analysis focusing
on the effect of changesto the N model inputs highlighted which parameterswere most likely to
influence the predicted downward movement of N from the soil. An indication of the sign and
magnitudeof N model output sensitivity was also given for all major parameters.
A broad-basedvalidation processw+s also cotrductedto ascertainthe applicability and relevance
of the simulated values for annual NO; leaching. The predicted~soil solution NOJ-concentracioq
measyrementswere in reasonableagreementwith
values
by the, standardscommonly
,. m,:a+red
.(
.
found when modelling complex biological systems, and also considering the, un+tai+y in
algorithms and parametervalues for a majority of the processes.
:
_~
The predictedmean ,ann;al lc&s, of NOi b&w the root zone.at Great KeppeJ and Dunk, Idads
ranged from 30 to 502 kg N yi.’ and..28 ;to 126 kg N yi’ rcsp$yely, across,four daily
wastewaterirrigation scenariqsapplied to the gqlf course,at each resort. Brampton IslancJ,which
I:, j:. :. ‘.:. ,,
curr!entlyemploys effIuezIt IrrIgatio?, could expect to generate,only between 7,a.@ 38~kg N ,yi’
I
flow beyondthe root zone of the gdlf course.
Simulation results for resorts at Due yd Brampton +nds Showedfhat the tmnsfer,,pfN from
..’
the unsaturatedzone was reduced’substantially for all casesevaluated.Of note hqwever is the
significance of tipid transport of N via surface runoff and possible short circu$ subsurfaceflow
pathsat Dunk Island - intensified by the wet tropical conditious.experiencedthere.
.;,!
.”
For minor levels of effluent N applied to Great Keppel Island, the soil id vegetation was shown
to be reasonablyeffective in minimising the progressof N to the groundwater system. However,
at moderateto high rates ofapplied N the inherent soiI propertiesand N transformation processes
resulted in a more pronounced level of, sub-surfaceN transport. For irrigating large fractions of
the total available sewage el&ent in this case: it would be advisable to disbibute over an area
largerthan 1.2 ha (golf course) to lower the hydraulic loading.

The effect of recycling turfgrass clippings after cutting was also investigated. A significant
addition of N to each island system occurred as a consequence.This diminished the efficiency of
N usageby the soil and vegetation in all cases,although N flows from below the profile were.not
dramatically increased at Brampton and Dunk Islands. Introducing clipping removal practice
could further lessen the potential leaching risks from moderate to high wastewater reuse
particularly on sandy areas.
For both Dunk and Brampton Islands, the maximum reduction in the potential N to flow to sea
was achieved when 100% of the current daily effluent production was distributed over a turfgrass
area corresponding to the size of each golf course area. A reduction of 85% and 93% was
simulated for each island respectively for such a case. As wastewater application rates rose,
steadyincreasesin the simulated reduction of N available for dischargeto the seawere,predicted.
The reduction in the flow of N below the root zone at Great Keppel Island also reacheda peak
value for the maximum level of wastewater irrigation loading. The degreeof effectivenessof land
utilisation of N was not as high here as the other islands studied however, reducing the available
N for discharge to sea by 44%. Additionally, relatively small increasesin N usageby the land
system were associatedwith much larger increasesin the irrigation rate, pointing to a maximum
threshold of N uptake by turfgrassbeing approachedor surpassed.It also bears mentioning that as
the prospective irrigation areasof each island site were assumedto be no greater in extent than
the golf course, larger areaswithin the resort environs such as airstrips and gardensare likely to
be available for use.
In general, predicted outputs should be considereda lower estimateof N reduction in terms of the
level of N available for dischargeto the local marine environment. This is substantiatedby the
assumption of N as a conservative (non-interactive) solute entering an aquifer (with no dilution)
.yhich freely dischargesto the GBR lagoon.
Based on the degree of leaching predicted for Great Keppel Island at high levels of applied N,
increasesin the nitrate concentration of surrounding waters sufficient to be detrimental to the
marine ecology cannot be discounted. Further detailed studies of resort island nutrient mass
balances are warranted in conjunction with more detailed work on the groundwater system
transporting N from the unsaturatedzone to sea.

To complete the prediction of the influence of N export from resort islandson local marine water
quality, reliable data on currents and on marine transport processeswill be required in the
immediate vicinity of the islands. These will govern the actual residence times and control
volumes for calculations of local marine nutrient concentration.
From a wastewater management perspective and presuming that high rates of applied effluent
irrigation are logistically and economically viable, considerablebenefit can be drawn from the
high efficiency ofN assimilation by the soil-plant-atmospherecontinuum in reducing potential N
discharge. It is imperative however, that associatedhealth concernsare adequately addressed,
which is outside the’scopeof’this study.
The~configurationand imRlement&n of nit available numerical modei for the nutrient cycling in
GBR resort island turfgrass systems irrigated with sewage effluent, represents a major step
toWa& a betteiunders&ding of the gross outputs expectedfrom suchpractice.

1.

INTRODUCTlON

To quantitatively assessthe influx of nutrients to the marine microenvironment at GBR resort
,islands,information is required on the quantity, quality and disposalof effluent, surfaceand subsurfacenutrient transportmechanisms,and mixing and transportprocessesin the sea. There are
however,substantial gaps in knowledge especially on the storageand bansport processes.The
terrestrialtransportand storageof nutrients will vary with topography,soil type, climatic zone,
hydrogeologyand vegetationon the islands.
Management practices such as irrigation and fertilisation can also have important
ramifications on these conditions. The disposal of wastewater on land is considered a
potentially desirable alternative to the dischargeof treatedsewageinto the ocean frpm a piped
outfall. The latter method is still commonly practiced on a number of resort islands w$thin the
GBR lagoon. Given that effluent irrigation was a possible preferred method of ~disposal,
finthkr studies were neededto quantify the terrestrial nutrient storageand transport processes
since this will determine the location, extent and concentrationof dischargeto the sea.
In this report, a turfgrass system was considered the most representativeground cover for all
effluent irrigation applications. The inherent N levels of most soils are rarely sufficient to
meet the nutritional demandsof turfgrass; therefore, lawns usually require fertilization with N
~..
to’ maintain g desirable grass quality. Irrigation with secondarysewage effluent can provide
large amounts of N to’the soil, depending on the concentration of N in the effluent and the
volume of water applied. It then follows that this input of nutrients to the soil can be
beneficially used by vegetation in the area of disposal. If however, inadequate attention is
paid to site ~$am&&m~,

site managementand wastewaterquality, runoff or drainage water

may carry nutrients from the disposal site, resulting in environmentalpollution.
._ A numerical simulation model, taking the most important processesinto consideration, was a
valuable tool for evaluating the complex nutrient,transformationsand interactions. It provided
a useful means of predicting the level of nutrients leaching from the unsaturatedprofile and
the changesin the nutrient cycles of the system over time.

I

I

1.1

Objectives

The broad aims of this investigation were as follows:

l

Synthesize a range of water and wastewater managementdata pertaining to GBR island
resorts;

l

Review the current knowledge on nutrient leaching below turfgrassenvironments;

l

Establish representative field monitoring

sites based on a range of climatic,

hydrogeological and effluent quality and disposal characteristics;
l

Apply a numerical nutrient’transport model to ascertainthe longer term consequencesof
‘effh&rit irrigation applied to turfgiass in ‘co&al systems; ”

l

Peiform a sensitivity analysis on &e&d
tiagnitude &f v&a&s

l

l

idodel parameters~~‘identify ihe range Ad
i>K:.
- ‘.
id p&&cted I&ching response;

Validate predicted‘mtieliing o&comes us&g tieId ‘dataacquired from one or rimre fi.+d
.,
.
StatIons;
”
Present’a .conservative,’broad-basedcomparison of the mean annual masses of nutrient

exported to the GBR lagoonfor a variety of effluent irrigation regimes;
” ““:’
l
Dis&ss’th& utility of the modelling approach and comment %noutcomesfor m~agern~~~.
,.
.
Noti;bly, this rep&t f&use’s ex&s&ly
on ~c&&e&:&gh)
resort islands-within the GBR
an&&n&

be easily eitrapolated io the hydrogeological id biological conditions found on
: ‘!
coral c&is such as Green and Heron Islands.
.~..
”
1.2

Si&icance

of Nutrient Enrichment of the Great Barrier Reef Ecosystem

?

1.2.1 Impact 6fNutrierit Dischargeson Coral Communities
--Fumas and Mitchell (1987) described how nutrients were dispersedby water movement and
transformed b$ pla&onic

biota. Given sui&i&

inputs’ of nitrogenous nutrients,

phytoplankton could develop into blooms witifin 2 - 3 days. Although additions of nutrientsto
GBR waters may not necessarilytranslate into an incr&asein dissolved nutrient levels, local
or regional increases in phytoplankton biomass would be anticipated. Such high
phytoplankton biomass would also affect coral reefs either from increasesin ‘surplus’ water
column P concentration or the proliferation of benthic filter feedersresulting from indirect
aquatic ecosystemchanges.

2

Anthropogenic influences such as pumping treated sewage into nearshorewaters or applying
such effluent to golf courses can produce an increase in ambient levels of 1 order of
magnitude or greater (Hopley, 1990). The fundamental impacts on coral reef communities
from the disposal of nutrients derived from anthropogenic sources entails a noticeable
deterioration of water quality, reductions in the diversity of corals by replacement with
benthic flora and detrital fauna, and diminished aesthetics. More specifically, an elevated
level of N promotes eutrophication, giving rise to widespread phytoplankton and attached
algal blooms. The increased algal activity is. in competition with the corals for space destroying the reef structure by bio-erosion (Kinsey, 1988). Kinsey and Davies (1979)
concluded that orthophosphate-P levels as low as 0.6 pM could cause a reduction in the
calcification rate of coral by > SO,%and thus retardsthe growth of the coral skeleton. ,Pastorok
and Bilyard (J985) also found that increased P loads directly, contributed to toxic decay of
coral species. Moreover, ,.sustained increases-in water turbidity have occurred aroundocean
outfalls a$ non-point-source discharges, increasing the local coral mortality rates due to
restrictedlight-levels and increasedsedimentation.
Bell (1992) suggested that effluent .discharges rich in N ,transported via the terrestrial
pathwaysof surface-runoff and groundwater seepage,or piped by oceanoutfalls, could cause
detrimental impacts on coral reefs. Thus, it is necessaryto ensure an acceptable quality of
sewageis discharged in the vicinity of coral reefs, whereby the use of effluent irrigation may,
,.,”
retardthe progressof N migration sufftciently to minim& this risk.
Various studies.(Revelante and Gihmutin, 1982; Andrews, ,1983 and Crossland and Barnes,
1983) have determined that in a broad sense, GBR lagoon waters have relatively high
background+veIs, particularly in river-impacted regions. This posesa difftculty ,in achieving
the requireddegreeof dilution of sewageeffluent in receiving waters.
-.,Pastorok and Bilyard (1985) cqncluded that large outfalls in well-flushed open-coastalareas
haveminimal short-term impacts on coral reefs. Although, they notedthat the effect of these
dischargescould be exacerbatedwhen released to calmer inlets and bays within the GBR wherebythe prolonged residencetime promoted algal growth and detritus formation.

I
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Three reported examples of the impact of nutrient enrichment on fringing reefs adjoining
resort island operations in the GBR lagoon deserve mention. Hopley (1982) described the
effect of eutrophication resulting from a sewageoutfall at Green Island, which promoted the
growth of seagrassbedsadjacent to the cay from about 900 m’ in 1945 to over 130000mz in
1978. Sand that eroded from the cay into the seagrassbeds created a baffling effect that
stabilised the sand on the reef flat and consequently led to its permanentdisplacement from
the cay. Closer to the coastline, nutrient-rich effluent has been found to seep from septic
saturatedsoils on Magnetic Island into local watercoursesthat ultimately flow onto the local
fringing reef (Bell, 1990).
Monitoring undertaken at Hayman Island by van. Woesik et al. (1992) found’ that the
recruitment of corals.was ~significantly diminished near the sewage outlet. Basedon dyetracer investigations undertaken at Hamilton Island, primary treatedsewage’ effluent was
expected to migrate north of the outfall

during”botb ebb,and flood tides (Watei”Q;uality

Council, 1985a,b).This is likely to have contributed tothe enhanced;algal~owthfound’n&th
of the discharge point. The fringing reef of Catseye Bay at Hamilton Island has also been
overgrown with algae. This may be a result of overland runoff from the resort which is rich
in soluble-P (Bell et al., 1987):
1.2.2 .Threshold~.Limitsfor Eutrophication

.-

Coral reef ecology within the GBR is particularly sensitive to small increases in N and P
levels abovebackgroundas investigated~byConnell and Hawker (1987), Bell et al. (1987) and
others. They have reported eutrophication threshold levels of approximately 1 pg L-” for
dissolved inqrganic N (DIN) corresponding to between 2 and 3 times the ambient water
levels. It shduld be noted that these studies were basedon a 20% growth decreaseof coral.
Laws and Redalje (1979) ranked water quality parametersaccording to sensitivity toward
.-.eutrophication. InterestutgIy,they found that inorganic P was far more sensitive indicator than
inorganic forms of N.
,

1.2.3 Mainland Riverine Loads into the Great Barrier Reef
In the total Great Barrier Reef Lagoon, major nutrient sourcesinclude mainland and island
runoff and seepage,the adjacent ocean, and local N-fixing biota. The focus is on island
runoff and seepage but mainland contributions need to be considered for comparative
purposes when contemplating the anthropogenic induced changes from natural levels of
nutrient inputs.
4
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Mainland sourcesare diff&dt to quantify becauseof the huge variability in both stream flows
and nutrient concentrationsand the lack of data on groundwaterdischarges. The eventual fate
of nutrient outputs from mainland sourcesis also unclear as substantialamounts, especially of
P, may be trapped inscoastal sediments. Brodie (1994) noted that for the whole GBR, sewage
inputs are approximately one-tenth as large as diffuse runoff of nutrients resulting from
agricultural activity.
The most comprehensive study of river outputs of nutrient to parts of the Great Barrier Reef
Lagoon is that of Fumas et al (1994) who arbitrarily defined two,areasor ‘boxes’of the central
GBR shelf. The more northerly one of these was designatedthe.Cairns box, between Cape
Tribulation and Cape G&n,

and the southern one the Tully box, between Cape Grafton tid

Dunk Island. The total shelf areasfor the Cairns and Tully boxeswere 5937 km? and 7826
km* respectively, while the estimates of volume of water were 197 km3 and 312 km3
respectively.
Fumas et al (1994) reported the periodic collection of dissolved and particulate nutrient
samples from most of the major rivers which discharged directly into or immediately to the
south of the two boxes. With the limited data available, a number of assumptions had to be
made in order to produce an estimate of nutrient input to the respective boxes. Reasonably
comprehensive discharge-weightedmean concentrations of N and P were available for only
one major river, the South Jobstone River. Using these concentrations,estimatesof the mass
of nutrient exported from the other rivers were calculated using the averagestream discharges
determined hydrographically. The results suggested that the amounts of N transported
annually ,on -yage

to the Cairns and Tully boxes were approximately 2000 tonnes and

approximately 4400 tonnes respectively. As the authors indicate, due to the number of
assumptions ifivolved, theseestimates should be consideredas provisional. Also, for reasons
.. given in their report, the estimates are likely to be towards the upper end of the probable
range. Corresponding estimatesof P exports were 192 and 433 tonnesto the Cairns and Tully
boxesrespectively.

j
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1.2.4 Overview of Great Barrier Reef Resort Island Water and WastewaterManagement
Resort island water supply is obtained from various sources including surface storages,
groundwater aquifers, and barging from the mainland. Wastewatertreatment methods are
most commonly either secondaryor tertiary level and partial or full disposal can be achieved
,via land irrigation or oceanoutfall, following detention in storageponds.
A written survey and in many cases a field visit were conducted for several resort&lands
within the GBR Marine spark to ascertain their wastewater management practices. This
information was later updated from the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
(GBRMPA) databasein 1999.Table I provides a summary of information relating to general
physical characteristics, peak resort occupancy; level of sewage treatment rind means of
effluent disposal for a selection of GBR.~resort islands. Data relating to the quantity of
wastewaterproduced, N and P concentration and total N (TN) and total P (TP) loads for a
wide selection of resort islands are currently being compiled and will be detailed in a
forthcoming effluent irrigation management report. However, relevant data for the islands
examined in this report have beenincluded in Section 2.1.4,2.2.4 and 2.3.4.
Based on preliminary data, estimated TN &nd TP loads from individual resort islands are
negligible in comparison to mainland nutrient contributions; and unlikely to exceed I tonne
per year for TN and 0.1 tonnes per year for TP. Even if the TN load on each of the islands
were exportedto the marine environment, the consequencefor the total nutrient budgetof the
GreatBarrier Reef Lagoon would be negligible in comparisonto the mainland riverine inputs.
It should be.;remembered, however, that in addition to the uncertainties introduced by
_assumptionsmade in the calculation of the river inputs, little is known about the eventual fate
of the nutrients once they reachthe estuarineand coastal areas. It is possiblethat a substantial
componentof these nutrients is trapped in the near-shoreareas. Detailed studies of sediment
and water dynamics as well as measurementsof water quality in these areaswill be required
to clarify the ultimate fate of the nutrients.

I

In spite of these unknowns it is clear that, if the nutrient contributions from resort islands is
significant at all, it will be significant only in the marine environment in the immediate
vicinity of the islands from which the nutrients emanate.
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Table 1. Generalcharacteristics,pe:akoccupant!
GBR Island
Resort

Island Resort

Occupancy
(Overnight,
Day-trip*‘)

Sewage.
Treatment
Level

Continental

4.9

296/-

Teriiary

Efheat Disposal Method
I’
Land irrigation at night on dry days and appliedto golf courseand
gardenswith a total areaof 1.5 hectares
Land irrigation covering north and south ends of the island on

Daydream

Continental

Island Resort

0.17

950/-

Tertiary

alternate nights from 0001 to 0700 hours, and ocean outfall for
overflow

Dunk Island
Resort
Great Keppel
4

Type

Area
(km*)

I

Brampton

selectedGreat Barrier Reef resort islands

Island Resort
Green Island
Resort
Hamilton

Continental

10

Continental

14

Coral Cay

0.13

Continental

Island Resort
Hayman Island
Resort
South Molle

1

Continental

Secondary Land disposalareaadjacentsewagetreatmentworks
Secondary

Oceanoutfall
10% land irrigation, 30% reticulatedto amenitiesand 60% ocean

90 / 1900

Tertiary

1600/-

Secondary

70% land irrigation, 30% oceanoutfall

Secondary

Land irrigation

Continental

Island Resort
* I Subject to avalilal
lilaI>ility of data
*‘Average value

510/-

600/-

Partial
tertiary

outfall

Oceanoutfall

1.3

Great Barrier

Reef Water

Quality

Guidelines

GBRMPA requires that all direct sewage dischargesinto the GBR Marine Park comply with
tertiary treatment standards(Brodie, 1991). More explicitly, the nutrient quality of discharges
must not exceed limits of total N and P concentrationsof 4 mg L-’ and 1 mg L’ respectively,
as specified in GBRMPA (1993). However, secondary treated effluent may be discharged
during wet weather at up to a maximum annual level of 5% of total annual outflow.
Regulatory requirements governing proposals for land disposal of effluent are generally
controlled by the pertinent local council, with tertiary Feated sewageeffluent being favorably
considered, provided that adverse impacts on the quality of ground water resources are
unlikely.
1.4

Nutrient

1.4.1

Nitrogen

Propkties

of Sewage~Eftluent

Sewage effluent co~&ns N in four different forms: organic N, ammonium (N&‘),

nitrate

(NO<) and nitrite (NOz-). The treatment method affects the proportion of the different N
components in the treated sewage effluent; for example, when sewage effluent treatment
involvesforced aeration,nitritication inay take placemid considerably.increasethe Percentage
of NOs’ in the effluknt.
Most of the N presentin secondarytreated effluent is in reduced forms, primarily N&’ and
organic species.Typically, 80% of the total N in effluent is N&’ although values as high as
90 - 95% h?ye also been recorded (Lance, 1972). Commonly, wastewater analysis +ails a
measureof the total Kjeldahl N (TKN) which is a measureof the combined NH4’ and organic
N. The leveI.of NO*- is generally negligible due to its rapid oxidation to NO>- in the presence
of oxygen. Often, the cdncentrationof NOJ- in secondarymunicipal effluent is also relatively
low.
Nitrate has a very low affinity for being sorbed onto soil surfaces.It is repelled by soil solids
becausethey both possessa negative ionic charge. Due to the negligible adsorption property
and high water solubility of NOJ, it is readily transported by infiltrating water through the
vadosezone, and into ground water.
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I .4.2

Phosphorus

Secondarysewageeffluent often has a high P content, making it an important source of P for
irrigated soils. The different forms of P include organic, condensed (pyro-, meta- and
polyphosphates)and orthophosphates.The most prevalent chemically active,P in soils is
orthophosphate.(Ryden and Pratt, 1980) as organic and condensed P decompose to
orthophosphatein the soil or during treatment processes.The amount of P added to the soil
through sewage effluent irrigation is then of particular interest given that, as indicated in
Section 1.2.2, just a small increase in P above marine background levels can induce
eutrophication.
There,is generally minimal leaching of P through the soil due to the.ability of most soils to
sorb P onto mineral components such as clay and oxide surfaces(Haysom, 1974; ,Holford,
1989). The P sorption capacity has also been shown to be influenced by rainfall (Moody and
Standley, 1979)and parentmaterial (Standley and Moody, 1979).
An investigation of the P sorptioncapacity of various north Queenslandsoil groups by Moody
and Chapman (1990) demonstrated that, all- but one soil type (siliceous sand) possessed
moderate to high P buffer capacity. For siliceous sand, the .leaching of applied P was.restrictedto 30 cm depth after 1700 mm rainfall (Teitzel, Standleyand Abbott, 1983).~Moody
and Chapman (1990) thus concluded that a widespread loss of applied P by leaching wduld
not occur from these soils. Additionally, Lance (1977) found that up to 90% of applied P in
secondarysewageeffluent was removed when added to calcareoussand for a period of 200
days cc&sti;g

of 9 day flooding and 5 day redistribution cycles. Furthermore, adsorption of

P continued even after the initial sorption capacity becamesaturatedprovided the infiltration
rate did not exceed 150mm d“.
Soil erosion is regarded as the principal transport mechanism for P, which often becomes
attachedto soil particles during overland runo@processes.Soluble P associatedwith sediment
in surfacerunoff was been found to vary linearly with the application rate of P (Romkens and
Nelson, 1974).
This study therefore concentrated on N because,in land disposal of sewage effluent, P is
much more likely to bind to the soil and consequently its transport through soils is more
difftcult to monitor given the scopeof this project.
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1.5

Nitrogen Cycle

As soon as sewage effluent reachesthe soil, it becomespart of the soil N cycle. Since the N
contentof soil organic matter is reasonablyconstantat around5%, observedchangesin soil N
content often reflect changesin the inorganic (mineral) speciesof N. Mineral forms of N that
occur in soils are the plant-available forms of NU4’ and Nos.. After NOs- and N&’ are taken
up by grass, they~eventuallybecome immobilised as soil organic matter when grass residues
are returnedto the soil. Immobilisation is a biological processinfluenced in part by the soil
temperature,soil pH and the
.A chemical form of the available inorganic N while mineralisation
is the conversetransformation of organic N into an inorganic form. The most important factor
in determining whether there is net mineralisation or immobilisation is the C:N ratio of the
organic material. High C:N ratios lead to net immobilisation of soil N and low C:N ratios lead
to net mineralisation of,soil N. Both of theseprocessesoccur simultaneously in soils, hence
the net rest@dictates wbetherN will be available for plant use.
The N&+ contained in the effluent, aswell as that derived from organic N, is usually oxidized
to NOs- by nitritication. In soil-water systems, nearly all NOs- reactions are microbiological.
Lossesof NOa- by leaching below the rooting depth and as gas (Ns or NsO) by.denitrification
are often large. As soil conditions change,the bacteria controlling NOJ- reactions may also
change. For examphQre,presence or absenceof oxygen in the soil ,,plays.amajor role in
which bacterial populations are active, and subsequentlyc,which NOi

reactions occur.

Denitrification is thus affected by many speciesof microorganisms, which utilize Nos. as a
terminal electron acceptor in waterlogged and anaerobic environments. The flow of N in
turfgrasssoils is summarized in Figure 1.

-

’

Figure 1. The major flows of N in turfgrass soils,
IO

--___
Effluent
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1.6

Studies of Nitrate Leaching Under Turfgrass: A Review

Numerous methods of measuring N migration have been adopted in studies involving the
leaching of N applied to turfgrass. These entail the sampling of soil water in the vadosezone,
the collection of leachate from drainage, soil sampling and observation piezometers in
groundwater systems. Provided there was only minimal upward movement of water from
below the root zone, it was generally assumedthat once N01‘ leachedbeyond the root system
it would eventually pass freely into the underlying aquifer. A review of previous studies
involving N leaching below. turfgrass showed that outcomes were highly variable and
influenced by soil type, irrigation, N source,N application rates,and seasonof application.
A study by *Brown et al. (1977) examined the leaching of N from combined Tifdwarf
bermudagrassand,pereMi+l rye grassplots in a varietyof sand (80 - 85%), clay (5 - 10%) and
peat(10%) mixtures. Several fertilisers were applied sporadically and irrigated at rates of 0.6
- 0.8, 0.8 - 1.O and 1.O- 1.2 cm per application. As the application rate increasedfrom 24 to
98 kg ha-’ of appIied:N, the NO3-lost in leachatedecreasedfrom 37.8 to 15:5%1 Associated
with this decreaseinsleaching fraction however, was a rise in the total loss of N from 9 to 15
kg .ha”which had direct ramifications on the concentration of.N in drainage. Additionally,
they found that when the irrigation rate was maintained at norbelow the evapotranspiixtion
(ET) rate,.the, degree.of NO; leaching from soluble inorganic N sources was mininiisidzPlo,Js,experiencing low .application rates of irrigation did not demonstrate, any’ peak
concee@tions of NO,’ during their study.
However, when a fine sandy loam soil was used as the rooting zone media, the proportion of
fertilizer N thit leachedas.NOi was reducedfrom 14.6 to 4.6% as the N rate increased.More
importantly, &e amount of NOS-was essentially unchangedasthe N rat& increased.It is likely
that increasedgrassgrowth and hencenutrient uptake, was associatedwith increasingN rates,
. thus decreasingleachatevolume.
Morton et al. (1988) investigated the leaching losses’ of NOJ‘ from plots of Kentucky
bluegrass turf subjected to three levels of fertilization (0, 97 and 244 kg N ha-’ yr-‘). Two
different irrigation regimes were scheduledto either(i) avoid drought stressin the turfgrassor
(ii) simulate over-watering. Over a two-year period, mean annual lossesranged from 2 kg N
ha” on the unfertilized, minimum irrigation control plot to 32 kg N ha-‘for the over-watered,
high N application.

II

Seasonal decreases in turfgrass uptake at the time of fertiliser application could. have
exacerbatedleaching lossesdue to excess soluble N in the root zone. Furthermore, increases
in N drainage from both the control and low treatment plots were associatedwith significant
rainfall events.
A study was conducted by Mancino and Troll (1990) to determine NOs- leaching from
fertilised and irrigated ‘Penncross’creeping bentgrassturf growing in 80% sand,and20% peat
rooting media. For ten weeks, a range of fertihsers were applied at 19.5 kg N ha-’ in
.I conjunction with irrigation equivalent to 38 mm per week. While 46% of the irrigated water
was leached,total leaching lossesof N were < 0.5% of the applied N. In comparison to a
single application of 49 kg N ha”, marginal increaseswere producedwith total N leached<
4.1% for quick-release fertilisers and negligible for slow-releasetypes. Consequently, they
concluded that N leaching losses from .fertiliser applied to turf on sandy soil mixtures could
be low even when irrigated at moderately.heavy rates.
Soil texture can be an important factor in the leaching of N from turfgrass plots due to its
influence on the rate of denitrification, total amount of leachateand to the ability of soil to
retain W+.

Rieke and Ellis (~1974)undertook a 2-year study of’N leaching from turfgrass

plots on sandy soil which were fettilised .with three.equal applications of 390 kg N ha-’
ammonium-nitrate. As anticipated, soil NOs- concentrationswere -pronouncedin the top 30
cm of the ,soil during a majority of the study period. However, when compared to control
plots, notable increasesin NOs: concentration at a soil depthof 45 to 60 cm were measuredin
only two of the 20 samplings. This outcome suggests only a limited potential for NC&’
leaching for sites experiencingsimilar conditions.
.i’
Rieke and Ellis (1974) also studiedthe N leaching responseof sandy loam soil using identical
procedurestc’the study they conducted,on sand. None of the treatments increased’soil NO,
--concentrations in the 45 to 60 cm soil depth over concentrationsmeasuredin the control plots.
As for the sandy media, soil NO< concentrationsat the surfacewere more elevatedbut deeper
migration of NOS.was not encountered.

I

Synder et al.‘s (1981) 2-year study of N losses from various fertilisers applied at 80 kg ha-’
bimonthly to bermudagrasssand greensshowed that the averageNOs* leaching loss for urea
was only 1% of the applied N. The corresponding mean NO>‘ concentration in the collected
leachatewas approximately 0.2 mg L’which is far below the safe drinking water standard.
For all other fertilisers used,no greaterthan 9.3% of applied N was lost to drainage(CaNO,).
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At a low rate of 39 kg N ha-‘, applied bimonthly, they noted very little leaching of any N
source. The highest leaching of inorganic N was 2.9% of applied N for the duration of the
study.
Brown et al. (1982) measuredthe effects of different sourcesof,N in leachateemanating from
bermudagrassgolf greens overlaying a variety of rooting mixtures ranging from sand to
sandy-loam. Irrigation rates were designed to exceed ET and generate adequate leachate
volume, with 1 cm d” applied between May and Septemberand 1 cm every other day during
the remainder of the year. A single application of 163 kg N ha” was adoptecllfor ammoniumnitrate and 146 kg N ha-’ for all other fertiliser types except urea at 244 kg N ha-‘. The
greatest NOi loss occurred from ammonium-nitrate applications and ranged from 8.6%
(sandy-loam) to 21.9% (sand). All NO< lossesfrom other N sourcesranged between 0.1 and
9.5% applied N. This suggestedthat fertilisation with organic forms of N was a preferred
meansof limiting N lossesand that sandy-loam was core effective in utilising applied N~th+~
SidS.

Literature on NOs- leaching from turfgrassesgrown on finer-textured spil, is more scarcewith
long-term field data lacking. Nelson et al. (1980) investigatedthe lossesof urea applied at 253
kg N ha-’ to Kentucky bluegrass growing on either thatch or 5 cm of a silt loam soil. After 15
days they found that 32 and 81% of the applied urea leachedas NOS.from the silt loqn soil
and thatch, respectively. They believed that NO3‘ leaching was enhancedduring the passage
of moisture through the profile if NO,- was soluble Andyin concentrationsthat exceededthat
utilised by turf.

If N was nof readily available in the soil, leaching losses would be

diminished.
Most of the studies were conducted under the “worst case scenario,” whereby soil-grass
systems were heavily irrigated and fertilized at several times the normal use rate. These
.. approacheswere often contrastedwith less extreme conditions or experimental controls.
These results clearly illustrate that NOs‘ can ,be lost from turfgrassesgrown on sandy soils
whereas on sandy loam greens, increased N fertilization may not compromise the leachate
quality. The use of slow-release fertilizers has also been shown to reduce or eliminate
leaching losses in several studies (Rieke & Ellis, 1974; Nelson et al., 1980; Brown et al.,
1982). Unfortunately, most of these studies have only monitored losses over a 2 to 3 year
period. Longer term studies may determine if a h&grass system has a maximum N load that
it can handle or retain, beyond which N would be lost through leaching. It may be expected
that this maximum N load would be reachedsoonerwhere clippings arereturned.

2.

FIELD SITES

Modelling work has to date concentrated on three islands of varying hydrogeology and
markedly differing climatic conditions. Currently, Great Keppel Island resort discharges
eMuent to the sea via a piped outfall, but plan to dispose treated effluent on lawns, golf
coursesand gardens by irrigation in the future. Dunk Island dischargessewageeffluent to an
adjacent land disposal area. Brampton ‘Island currently ~employs a scheme of effluent
irrigation and does not have a piped outfall for effluent.
2.1

Great Keppel Island

2.1.I-

Lxation’atid Climate

GreatKeppel Island is a high continental island locatedin the GBR region and ia situated<Okm’
northeastof Rockhampton at 23’10’ S latitude and ISO”

E longitude. It has a total area of

approximately 1400ha,the primary land-usebeimga resortand camping ground.In general,the
Great Keppel Island &eiexperietices as&-tropical, sub-humid climate with hot wet summers
and mild dry winters.
2.1.2

Geology.

According to Lloyd (198Oa),the geology of the resort areaconsists of three formations. Two
Quaternaryformations are underlain by Paleozoic bedrock. The two Quaternary formations
are (i) Holocene/PleistoceneDune Sands and (ii) Holocene Outer Barrier Deposits.
The former consists of tihite, uniform, fine-grained sandsoverlying a bed of shell grit, while
the outer barrier deposits consist of darker fine-grained quartz sandsoverlying a similar shell
.-.grit material. Lloyd (198Oa)suggestedthat both depositsshould be consideredas one unit for
the purposes of groundwater examination, due to the similarity of the sieve analyses and
aquifer permeability.

I
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2. I .3

Water Supply and Irrigation

Throughout the resort lease, there are a number of groundwaterbores that are utilized for
domesticand irrigation purposes(Figure 2),

we 2. Land tise and produchonborelocations (dots) on GreatKeppel Island.
Valuesof doGestic water consumptionand irrigation rate of groundwaterarepresentedin Table
2.
,Table2. Annual consumptionof groundwateron GreatKeppel Island for domestic supply and
irrigation.

Lloyd’s (1980~s)bore investigations within the presentgolf-course area indicate a relatively
shallow water table in this area. Two bores drilled just over 1 m apart behind the private
dwellings adjacentthe golf course, were shown to have water table depths approximately 2 m
below the surface.
Lloyd’s (198Oa)report also gave details of aquifer pumping tests conducted on, each of the
production bores. Water levels were monitored in adjoining observation bores enabling an
estimateto be obtained of transmissivity, which is the ability of the aquifer to transmit water;
througha unit width for a unit hydraulic gradient.The averagevalue from thesetests was found
tobe 11om*d-‘.
The water qu;ility of theseboreshas been regularly checkedfor suitability as driimg

water. At

presenthowever,this analysis doesnot include any speciesof N. The water quality is generally
very good, althoughthere is some evidence of seawaterintrusion in older spearsin~vicinity of
Long Beach.

.

2.1.4. Effluent Quantity and Quality
Wastewater is treated to secondary stage,on Great Keppel Island. The processes include
screening,flow balancing,extendedaeration,chuification and chlorine disinfection. At the time
of provision of the data,effluent was being dischargedto the oceanvia an outfall with diffuser.
.,
Effluent flow rates have been monitored by a flow meter in the inlet pipe to the secondary
treatmentwo$s. Statisticsfor wastewater,flows,aregiven in Table 3.
Table 3. G&t Keppel Island effluent flow data.
_

Eflluent

Quantity

Monitoring
January-December
)

Period
’
June - September
^___

Resorteffluent volume
Averageday flow
Sewageflow / domesticwater usage

* 59ML

164.K d-’
0.51

17.1 ML

145,kL d-’
n71

The nutrient concentrationsof the effluent water (NOjs, TKN and TN) are shown in Figure 3
below. These data were obtained from analysescommissioned by the resort and undertaken
by water and environmental analysts and consultants, Simmonds & Bristow Pty. Ltd.
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2.2

Dunli

2.2.1

Location and Climate

total N, NO3 = nitrate,

TKN

= total
: -5’”

from Great Keppel Island resort.

Island

.i,’
Dunk Island is a continental
and 146’10’ E longitude.

island in the northern

GBR region,

This 1000 ha island is characterized

located at 17’57’ S latitude

by tropical

conditions

and high

_.. annual rainfall.
2.2.2

Geology

/

Based on the drilling

logs of three of the production

clay extends

down

from

approximately

20 m below natural surface level, revealing an aquifer of fractured

the natural

shale and slate. Previous geological
of the island is composed

primarily

surface

level

bores within
until

the resort lease, red loamy 1

the water

table

is reached
Hodgkinson

studies of the island have shown that the southeastern
of younger

quartz diorite of the Tally granite complex.
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granitic

rocks, which

at

prominently

half

feature

2.2.3 Water Supply andIrrigation
Potablewater for the resortis provided by four groundwater productionboreswithin the resort
lease(see Figure 4). Following treatment,this is reticulatedthroughoutthe resortfor all internal
uses,including washing and ablutions.Golf greensand gardensare currently irrigated with dam
water,but fairways am not currently irrigated.There arealso a numberof small perennialstream
on the island.

4

sland.
.;,!

22.4

Effluent Quantity andQuality

--The sewagetreatment plant is currently configured to provide primary screeningwith a fine
rundown screenfollowed by a sequentialdecantactivated sludgesystemfor treatmentof the raw
sewage.Effluent is dischargedto an adjacenth&d disposal areaand sludgesare disposedto the
old decant claritier tank at the treatment plant. Collected sludge is allowed to degrade
anaerobicallyand is thenpumpedonto sludgedrying bedsfor dewatering.
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Effluent flow rates are currently only measuredas inflow to the plant. Based on data obtained
‘from the resort for 1995,averagedaily flow was approximately 200 kL d-‘. Measuredvaluesfor
Nos., TKN and TN areshown in Figure 5 below. ~Thewater analyseswere commissioned by the
resort and undertaken by water and environmental analysts and consultants, Simmonds &
Btistow Pty. Ltd.
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M(t&m=11.2)
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NOs(Mean=65)
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--TKN(hkan=47)

Time
Figure 5. Concentration of various forms of N (TN= total N, NO, = nitrate, TKN = total
Y
Kjeldahl N) in final effluent t?om Dunk Island resort.
.-.2.3
2.3.1

Brampton

Island

Location and Climate

I

Brampton Island forms part of the Cumberland Islands Group, situated at latitude 20’49’ S and
longitude 149’17’ E. The primary land use is designated National Park, although a small
resort operation is located on the island .which encompassesapproximately 20 ha of the
island’s 485 ha total area. The area experiences a sub-tropical, sub-humid climate. Daily
rainfall data from the Bureau of Meteorology were available for this site, while daily valuesof
temperatureand relative humidity were taken for nearby Mackay.
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2.3.2

Geology

The majority of the island consists of andesitic crystal tuffs and flows that overlie granites. In
outcrop, these volcanics are generally fresh with little weatheredrock and range from close
jointed spacing (25 - 50 mm) to massive joints over 1 m apart (Lloyd, 1980b). Dune sands
are associated with Dinghy Bay and Western Bay (see Figure 6), although these are not
”

extensive and are not highly elevated above sea level. Particle size distribution tests on
various soil samples taken at 1 m below surface level have shown the material to be of a
sandy-clay type: brown, fine to coarsesand with some rock fragments.
2.3.3

Water Supply andIrrigation

Three dams are usedfor water supply, located at WesternBay West (WBW), WesternBay East
(WBE) and adjacentthe airstrip. However, there are no perennialrivers or streamson the island.
A small network of groundwater.wells is also used for domestic and iqigation purposes.The
bore logs of two bores(PettsNo. 1 and No.2) locatedwithin the resortshow water-bearingrock
occurring nearto granitecontacts.The sole water bed recordedin PettsNo.1 was at 35 m below
natural surfacelevel, while in Potts No. 2 water beds are recordedaboveand below the granite
reportedat 26-30 m and again immediately above the fresh granite reportedat 46-48 m below
naturalsurfacelevel.
According to groundwaterdrilrmg investigations commissioned by the resort in 195~787,the
total reliable yie!d calculatedover the dry seasonof July to Decemberwas estimatedto be 8 ML.
This was basedon information obtainedfrom pump-testsof thiieen boresinstalled in the vicinity
of Western Bay and Dinghy Bay. Water sampleswere analysedfor compliance with drinking
-7
water standard and general quality. Several bores contained unacceptablyhigh levels of
dissolvedsalts The remainingboresweredeemedto provide acceptablewater quality for general
. use.

-

I

Figure 6.
2.3.4

Land use and resort bore locations on Brampton Island.

Effluent Water Quantity and Quality

Secondaryw?water

treatment is carried out on the island. The quantity of effluent produced

eachday,.eq&es on average55 kL. The majority of the heatedeffluent is irrigated over the golf

..

courseduringthe night. Treatedeffluent is also usedon some of the lawn areaand gardenbeds.
On most occasionsduring dry periods all treated effluent is used. The irrigation of the golf
courseis achievedusing a water distribution network of 24 subsurface stations connectedto au
arrayof popup sprinklers. The irrigatedareais,estimatedto cover no more than 1.5hectares.
Effluent quality analysis was regularly undertaken by water and environmental analysts and
consultants,Simmonds & Bristow Pty. Ltd., the results of which are shown in Figure 7. Solid
wastefrom the treatment processis transportedback to the mainland.
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TN (Mean = 22.2)
NO3 (Mean = 0.3)
- TKN (Mean = 21.9)

Figure 7. Concentration of various forms of N (TN= total N, NO3 = nitrate, TKN = total
Kjeldahl N) in final effluent from Brampton Island resort
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3.

NUMERICAL

MODELLING

OF WATER AND NITROGEN FLOW BELOW

THE ROOT ZONE
Two inter-linked models were used to simulate soil-water transport and N dynamics within
the root zone resulting from effluent irrigation applied to turfgrass. The models: SOIL
(Jansson, 1991) and SOILN (Eckersten et al., 1996) were developed at the Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciencesin Uppsala. The fundamental principles of each model are
outlined below.
3.1

The SOIL. model

SOIL adopts a physically based approachto simulating the movement and storage of water
within a one dimensional soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. The driving variables of the
model consist of standard daily meteorological data i.e., air temperature,relative humidity,
rainfall, irrigation, global radiation and wind velocity. The major water flows accountedfor in
the model are depicted in Figure 8.
Irrigation

Rainfall

Canopy Interception
LOSS

Deep Percolation

Figure8. Soil water flows in the soil-plant-atmospheresystem as representedby SOIL.
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3.1,I

Fundamental Processesand Equations

Unsaturatedsoil water flow, q, , is based on the partial differential equation derived from
Darcy’s law for laminar flow:

(1)

I

where.IJJis the suction of water, K is the unsaturatedhydraulic conductivity, z is the depth
II
from the soil surface.
This is substitutedinto the continuity equation:
a3
-=-Y
a,

@
*

(2)
+s, ‘.

to.give Richards?equation(Richards, i93 1):

where s, is a source/sink term representingthe net~outflow of water caused by root water
uptake or drainageto groundwaterand g is the volumetric water content.
The soil profile5s divided into discrete layers that are ‘treatedseparatelyregarding storageand
flows. Two soil hydraulic functions mustbe known to solve equation(3), the water retention
~.
curve and the$ydrauIic. conductivity function.
Experimental~waterretention data in the intermediate range of suctions are described by the
---water retention curve in the functional form given by Brooks and Corey (1964):

-1
se= 25
( Y, 1
where t+f.is the air-entry suction and A.is the pore size distribution index
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Effective saturation,S, is defined as:
(5)

,y = B-8,
_e e, - 8,

where r& is the porosity and 0, is the residual water content. Calculation of the parameters4
IJI~and 0, is done by least squaresregression of equations(4) and (5) to experimental water
retention data. In order to achieve a representativefit over the,whole range, equations (4) and
(5) are fitted only to data corresponding to suctions below a threshold value, w..

This

representsthe point of transition to log-linear bohaviour in S(w) as observed in measureddata.
Thus, the relation between water content and suction above this threshold. is assumed
log-linear:
>.
log w
( Y, 1.

.,
e,-s

:

Yx< v < VW;/,

(6)

log Kzic = 0, - e,,t
( vv, 1
where 9, (=O(wJ) ,is the threshold water content and 8,,+r,is the wilting point, defined as the
moisture content at a suction of 15 bar water.

>,,,.-.

For moisture contents approachingsaturation, i.e. from 8, to em,a linear expression is used for
the 0 - tt~relationship.

.

_..where 8, is the estimated macroporevolume (vol %) and r+r,,,is the suction which corresponds
to a water content of 8, - em.
Subsequently, the unsaturatedconductivity K is calculated using the analytical expressions
according to Brooks & Corey (4) and (5) and the expressiongiven by Mualem (1976):

where L, is the saturatedconductivity and n is a parameteraccounting for pore correlation
and flow path tortuosity.
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Total evaporationfrom the system, E, is divided into three main components,evaporation
from soil (Es), transpiration (ET.) and evaporation of water interceptedby the canopy (&,).
E = Es+Eru + E,,

(9)

Each component is calculated from Penman’s combination equation in the form given by
Montieth (1965). Actual transpiration is calculated from potential transpiration accounting for
the depth distribution of roots a&soil water suction: Thus, water’is taken up in proportion to
the root fractions in each layer until a critical suction is reached,whereupon turfgrass water
uptake is reduced.
Boundary conditions at the soil surface are dictated by the: infiltration capacity there’ as
calculated from the saturated conductivity of the topsoil assuming a unit gradient.“If the’
infiltration capacity of the uppermost soil layer is exceeded,water ponds on the soil surface.
This moisture c,aneither infiltrate into the soil with a delay or be lost as surface runoff. The
surfacerunoff, q=,,, is calculated as a.tirst order rate process:
(10)
where w

is an empirical coefftcient, Wr,,,t is the total, amount of water fin .the surface,pool~,.

and wpmx is the maximum amount which can be stored on the soil surface without causing
:
anysurfacerunoff.
’
.
A more detailed description ofthe SOIL model is found in Jansson(1991).
3.1.2

.;,!
SelectedInput Parameters

--.The ,primary focus of this numerical study was to ascertain the long-term consequences(for
different island hydrogeologies, environmental conditions and wastewater management) of
effluent irrigation applied daily to a turfgrass area.The simulation period was performed for a
daily time-step over twenty consecutive.yearsfrom 1’January 1974~toDecember 31’ 1993.
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3. I .2.I Hydraulic Loads
Although Brampton Island currently irrigates their effluent, only limited irrigation flow data
are available. Hence, for the purpose of this study a series of hypothetical irrigation loading
rates basedon fractions of the total daily effluent production from its sewage treatment plant
were applied to the golf coursearea on a daily basis. The selectedrateswere 0, 25, 50, 75 and
100% and were similarly applied to Great Keppel and Dunk Islands(refer to Table 4).
Table 4. Proposedeffluent irrigation hydraulic loading ratesfor SOIL modelling
Fraction of
total daily
eftluent
irrigated

WI
0 ~.

Great Keppel Island
(Area = 1.2 ha)
Hydraulic
loading

Dunk Island
(Area = 5 ha)
Hydi-aulic
Hydiaulic
loading

Bramptoo
Island
(Area = 1.5 ha)
Hydraulic
loadin?

[mm d-‘1

[mm d-l]

[md-1

0,

0

25
50

15
100

3.3
6.1
10.0
I?.3

1.0
2.0
,3.0
.~ 4.0

0

0.9
1.8
2.8
3.7

3.1.2.2 Climatic Conditions
Datasets of daily air temperature,relative humidity, rainfall, wind speed,global radiation and,
irrigation served
as the driving variables (time-dependant physical inputs) for the SOIL‘
.model.
For each site, wind speedwas assumed constant at 3 mi’. Site-specific daily rainfall records
for each of Ffie islands were obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology for the period of
investigation (shown cumulatively in Figure. 9), although air temperature, relative humidity
and global radiation data were not available. Thus, daily air temperatureand relative humidity
---data for Dunk, Great Keppel and Brampton Islands were obtained for geographically similar
locations - Cardwell (18.26 S, 146.02 E), Yeppoon (23.1 S, 150.73E) and Mackay (21.16 S,
149.12E) weather stations respectively. Daily global radiation values for Great Keppel and
Brampton Islands were basedon data recorded at Rockhampton AM0 (23.38 S, 150.47 E),
while Townsville AM0 (19.25 S, 146.76 E) was chosen as the most representativesite for
Dunk Island. For illustrative purposesthis data is shown as mean monthly values (Figure IO,
1I, 12).
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Figure 9. Cumulative rainfall for selectedGBR resort islands during 20-year study:
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Figure

10. Mean monthly air temperatureat 9am adoptedfor selected GBR resort islands.
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Figure 1:I. Mean monthly relative humidity at 9am adoptedfor selected
GBF, resort islands.
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Figure 12. Mean monthly global radiation adoptedfor selected GBR resort islands.
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3.1.2.3 Soil Hydraulic Properties
Undisturbedsoil samples were collected from six representativeplots within each resort golf
course

area.Soil samples were taken down to 1 m depth with a soil core sampler, and were

divided into 8 different layers (O-5,5-10, 10-20,20-30, 30-50, 50-70, 70-85 and 85-100 cm).
Laboratory measurementsof the water retention data, saturated conductivity and porosity
were made on two replicate samples according to standard procedures detailed in Klute
(1982).
Calculation of the Brooks and Corey (1964) coefftcients (A, IJI. and 8,) for fitting moisture
retention cutves to the experimental data, was achieved by least scpuuesfitting of the e(w)
relationship for tensionsbetween5% of air-filled porosity and 5 bar. A log-linear relation was
assumedat higher tensions and a Wear relationship at lower tensions. The wilting point was
takenasthe moisture contentat a tension of 15bar. Hysteresiseffects were not accountedfor.
The unsaturatedconductivity function was then predictedusing the procedureof Mualem (1976).
‘,
Bypass or macropore flow through the profile wasassumed negligible for both field sites.
Tortuosity - which accountsfor pore correlation and flow~path,was setto 0.5 basedon Mualem
(1976)who demonstratedthat sucha value might hold asthe bestestimate.
The fitted water,retentioncurves and predicted hydraulic conductivity curves are displayed in
Figures Ua,b to 15a&.
3.1.2.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions
.i’
The upper boundary condition was essentially defined by the surfacerunoff parameteramfl, to
account for the degreeof runoff expected after the infiltration capacity of the uppermost soil
“‘was exceeded.It essentially provides a representationof the gradient or slope of the system
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Figure 13. (a) Fitted soil water retention curves (I&) and @) predictedhydraulic conductivity
cuf~es using Muale& (1976) model with ~0.5 (right), for G&t Kkppk.1~
Is&d
golf course. ’
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Figure 14. (a) Fitted soil water retention cuves (let%)and (b) predictedhydraulic conductivity
curves using Mualem (1976) model with n=OS (right) for Dunk Island golf
course.
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~Epherixral surface runoff flow data were collected from, a H-flume control stiucture tid
associatedbubbler flow-meter located at a downstream r&h of the Dupk Island golf course
catchment for a period of approximately 12 months. Values of am6were~trialed in the Dunk
Island simulation for a series of representativerainfall events until a value of 0.6 was shown
to generatetc$al daily runoff (mm) of reasonableequivalence.to the measured daily, runoff
flows. This value was also adopted for Brampton and Great Keppel Islands - which both
possessa land gradient of between2 and 8% in the &a of investigation.
Initial values of soil water content at depths corresponding to those in the SOIL model
simulations were taken from gravimetric moisture measurementsof soil samples obtained
from random sites within each island golf course.
Unsaturated flow throughout the soil profile was simulated for each island,site given that
groundwater measurementsindicated water table depths in excess of 2 m, 20 m and 30 m
below the Great Keppel, Dunk and Brampton Island golf coursesrespectively. In the absence
of soil suction measurements in the lowest soil layer, the lower boundary condition was
assumedas vertical water flow from the lowest compartment due to gravitational forces alone.

3. I .2.5 Turfgrass Properties
Turfgrass parametersare requiredto calculate the rate of water uptakefrom the profile through
evapotranspiration.Values were largely basedon previous studiesof turfgrassas reportedin the
literature.
The maximum root depth was set to a constant value of 110 cm according to field
observation, with a root distribution.described by an exponential function. The reduction of
plant water uptake due to drying soil is performed separately for each soil layer and begins
when a critical tension in the soil is reached. Although the rooting density of vegetation
growing, in dense sands is generally not considered a limiting factor for water uptake (van’
Kettlenet al.. 1975),this can be thecase insoils high in clay at high tensions, where roots do
not, penetrate the structural elements of the soil. In.order to reflectthe higher resistanceof
water transport to the root surface.at highsoil water tensions,in the heavy clay ,soils ofboth
Dunk and Brampton Island, the critical tension was set at 500 cm water, while a value of 1500
cm water was ascribedto Great Keppel Island.
,.
._:
:~ ~:
_.
.’
_’
”
The mar$imum.stand.ing~
height of cut turfgrass was estimated to he.3 cm. Displacement height
and roughness.length were assumedto be 70% and IO%, respectively of this stand height
:,
d..,
(IvIonteithand Dnsworth, 1990).
The maximum leaf area index (LAI) is detined as the total quantityof leaf area present per
unit areaof soi! surface. There is a decline in LA1 as the cutting height is lowered; however,
the increase in shoot density as the mowing level is, lowered tends to buffer the reduction in
LAL A me+&ed LAI of 3.2 for well-watered bermudagrassby Jalali-Farahani et al. (1,994)
was adoptedhere.
---Forthe calculation of the surfaceenergy balance,and in particular, the prediction of net solar
radiation, the total reflectance of hoth diffuse and direct solar radiation from a plant surface
(albedo) is required. A, value of 0.26 for the a\bedo of lawn was taken from Robinson (1966)
and assumedto remain constant for the whole simulation period.
The effective surface resistance of the vegetation, r,, used to calculate the potential
transpiration, was taken to he 62.5 sm.’ from Jalali-Farahani et al’s (1994) study of wellwatered bermudagrass.
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3.2

Sensitivity Study of Spatial Variability in Soil Hydraulic Properties

lf soil water dynamics for a specific site are predicted basedon a limited number of soil
hydraulic data points, the results may not be representativeof the Breaas a whole. Beckett and
Webster(1971) reviewed data on the spatial variability of many physical properties of soils.
They found that there was usually an appreciablevarianceover an areaof 1 m2, and their data
showed that .this variance increasedroughly in proportion to the logarithm of the area. This
can be compensatedsomewhat by calibrating a model so that measuredaverage field water
3
dynamics are reproduced.
-‘,
Historically, numerous statistical .methods have been usedto account for spatial .bariation in
soil properties. Geostatistidshas often been employed to d&&be ‘the s&tial-distribution of.
input and output variables:and to calculate~weighted,areal’meabs(Ktitilek & Neilsen, 1994).
Another technique involves-accounting for spatial viuiability’by’scaling the ‘tiatei’retehtioii
and conductivity data.usingthe similar media concept(Miller& Miller, 1956).
To improve the understanding of the processesgoverning water flow and the subsequent
leaching of NO, at. each.resort island site, spatial ~infotiation on the soil propeities was
derived from the sampling regime described’in S&ion 3.1.2.3. The mean (cr),~standard
deviation (SD) and the coefficient of ,variance .(CV) of several.ineasured soil hybraulic
properties(0,, t&l,, K& for each island are given in Appendix la-c.
Initially, areal arithmetic means of the measuredsoil propertieswere used in conjunction with
least square;! regreksions of the mea&red e(v) relationship using Brooks and Corey
coeficients, 10 predict the deep percolatidn of water below the lowest layer td groundwater
over a one-yeartime frame. Deep percolation was chosenas the output variable to be studied
due to its obvious association with the leaching fraction predicted from SOILN. It should be
“.noted that simple’ arithmetic spatial averaging of an input ‘+rameter is theoretically
appropriateonly if the equation is linear with respectto the parameter.However, even though
unique relationships between different variibles in this ‘model are highly n&linear,

the

associationbetween particular variables may be effectively line* as a result of the febdback
mechanismsbetweendifferent processesresulting in smoothing of nonlinear relations.

The influence of spatial variations in soil hydraulic propertieson predicted deep percolation
was then examined over a one-year period under natural conditions. This was undertaken by
running the model for a matrix of 243 combinations to representstochastic variations for
specific soil properties. More specifically, a series of random numbers were generatedwhich
had equal probability of falling within the range specified by minimum and maximum values
correspondingto one standarddeviation above and below the mean, respectively. In the case
of the Brooks and Corey coefficients, the range was determined by least-squareregressionsto
each outlying set of the measured e(v) relationship. Importantly, for each simulation,
parameterscharacterising vegetation and meteorological conditions remained unchanged.
Envelopes of the variation in the accumulated deep percolation predicted over a one-year
period compared to the accumulated deep percolation given by the area-averagedmean
hydraulic properties ar: shown in Figures lf(a-b), ,17(~-b),and. l,S(a-b) for Dunk, C@+
Keppel
.; and B%pton

Islands rcspecti+y,

,’

t;,
.. :
The envelope of accumulated deep percolation predicted for Dunk Island is remarkably
similar to that for Brampton Island. This indicates that simulations using mean hydraulic
properties are more representative of the upper level of predicted accumulated deep
percolation than the lower level. The Great Keppel Island results showed the least variation, a
consequenceof the low spatial variability in the soil parametersat this island. As expected;
Brampton Island exhibited the greatest range of variation in accumulated deep percolation
resulting from the more variable lithology observedthere.
Overall, the assessmentof the influence of spatially variable soil hydraulic parameters on
water flux pi:dictions suggeststhat deep percolation may vary with time depending on the
proportions qf dry and wet cycles at these sites. As expected, the spatial variation in deep
percolation was more substantialduring the wetter parts of eachperiod and much less variable
‘than the dryer periods. During a year with few wetting events, spatial variation in deep
percolation may be minimal, however in more tropical areassuch as Dunk Island, significant
variations of deep percolation responseare e’xpected.Notably, the relevant output variables
that generatedeach site-specific envelope of deep percolation were later used in all SOlL
simulations and in the SOILN mode) for describing the upper and lower bounds of the NOi
leaching fraction.
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FigCc 16. (a) Simulated accum&&d d&p percolatibn ‘for Grtii K&p+ IS&d ‘&.ing are&
averaged hydraulic soil properties (l&t);’ (b) Env&pe of the variation in
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Figure 17. (a) Simulated accumulateddeep pe&oIation for Dunk Island using area-averaged
hydraulic soil properties (left). (b) Envelope of the variation in simulated
accumulateddeeppercolation compared to (a) (right).
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Figure 18. (a) Simulated accumulated deep .percolation .for Brampton Island using areaaveraged hydmuhc soil properties (left). (b) Envelope of the variation in
simulated accumulateddeep percolation comparedto (a) (right).

3.3

The SOILN

Model

The mode! gOILN (refer to Figure 19) includes the major processesinvolved in soil N
transformations and transport and was first presentedand describedin detail by Johnsson et
al. (1987).

.

The soil prof$e is divided into layers based on physical and biological characteristics. Both
inorganic an2 organic N pools are representedwithin each soil layer. Organic N is divided
into two pools classified as litter (undecomposed crop residues, dead roots and microbial
biomass) and humus. The litter N pool is coupled to corresponding’Ikols’of carbon to control
_-.
the rate of mineralisation and immobilisation. The inorganic (mineral) N pools consist of
NI&+ and NOJ- whereas N residing in living aboveground and subsurface plant tissues is
combined into a single plant pool.
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Figure 19. Nitrogen flow and storagesimulated by the SOILN model
(adaptedfrom Eckertien et a1.,1996)
External inputs of N to the uppermost soil layer include effluent irrigation and rainfall while
outputs of N can occur from each soil layer by denitriflcation or by plant uptake. Nitrate.can
also be transported~beh+e& the soil layers or in deeppercolation from’beloti tIie~SoiI’proIild’
and is calculated as the ‘product df’water flow and NO3- concdiitratidn in the soil layer from
which the water flow originates. The Nor‘ concentrationis calculated as the total storage of
NO,‘ divided ,by the liquid water storage in each soil layer. It is assumedthat NH.++,.j
+&not
move with witer flow in the soil. It should also,be emphasizedthat difision armdispersion
,.
:
are not explicitly ac&mted ‘for, although partitioning the soil into discrete layers of variablei
. ..,i
*.
thickness partnered with the finite difference representationof convection of N results in
-numerical dispersion.
3.3.1

SelectedInput Parameters

’

The daily input or ‘driving’ variables required for modelling with SOILN included simulated
water content and temperature in each soil layer, water flow between soil layers, overland
runoff, global radiation, ambient temperature, ratio of actual to potential water uptake and
surface infiltration. This data was acquired by transferring the output from prior simulations
generatedfrom SOIL, given that discretization of the soil profile matchedfor both models.
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Furthermore, the selection of specific parameters for simulating N cycling and transport
processes in SOILN was based on an extensive review of literature to obtain values
representative of turfgrass environments in sub-tropical conditions for the broad soil
classifications of each of the sites being studied. The reliability of the predicted outcomes
from SOILN are dependanton, the of parameter values describing individual processes,so
particular attention was given to the choice of parameters governing the rate of N
transformation processesin the soil and turfgrass growth descriptors. In several instances,
literature pertaining to such conditions could not be adequately sourced and available
literature was restricted to forage grass systems in milder, less temperate conditions. To test
the adequacy and applicability of the model, particularly in light of such parameter
deficiencies, a sensitivity study was performed on key parameters related to the biotic
processesand interactions in SOILN.
Some parameters adopted for this study. were, those originally derived by the authors of
SOILN and are listed in Appendix 3. These principally related to soil abiotic processes
including soil water content and temperature responsefunctions. Only parameters which
differ from those presented in earlier studies by the authors using SOILN, or where the
literature review.has lent additional support to existing parameter values, are commented
upon in detail in the sectionsbelow and also appear in Appendix 3. Importantly, no additional
adjustments or tunings were intended for parameter values to improve model fit due to the:’
inherent uncertainties of many of the input parameters and the complexity of their
interactions;particularly given the likely limitations of field data available for validation. A
comprehensive ‘sensitivity analysis (refer Section 4.3) was preferred for establishing the;
applicability and relevanceof the assumedSOILN modelling parameters.
3.3.1.1 Initial Conditions and External Inputs ofN
--.As interest in state variables for soil N and C pools focused only on accumulated changesof
these pools over a long simulation period and not in short-term fluctuations, initial values
were estimated from literature with the exception of the humus N pool (refer Appendix 4).
Mean values for organic (humus) N for each of the eight soil layers were obtained from
laboratory measurementsof the soil N organic matter for 6 sets of cored soil samples taken
from within the Brampton Island golf course environs.
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The level of NO,‘ and NH4’ in the soil layers was basedon measuredquantities per unit mass
from a vertisol in southeastQueenslandby Probert et al (1998) and convertedto mass per unit
area by applying a typical bulk density corresponding to that measuredat Brampton Island.
Initial values of litter C and N in the uppermost four layers were taken from work by
Robertson et al. (1993) on C and N availability in subtropical Queensland soils under
grassland,and again convertedto mass per unit areaas requiredby SOILN.
The initial quantities of grass tissue biomass in root, stem and leaf at the beginning of each
simulation were basedon data given in Topp and Doyle (1996), with the initial values of N
partitioned in the leaf, stem and roots extracted from Wilman et al. (1994).
.:
:
Simulations were run for two years prior to the start of the &ibd of study to limit &heeffect
of errors in the assumed initial conditions. The initial conditions and reference source of
biomass,C and N pools assumedacrossall three study~sit& a$ given’@ Appendix 4.
.~
Wet atmospheric depo<ition,;of N was calculated froin net daily rainfall tid

d ‘meti

concentration of mineral N in the piecipitatioti. The koncelitrationsof the vari&s hiin&raI’fi
species in rainfall were adaptedfrom dialyses of the dissolved.nutrients in rainfall collected
tbroughout~the GBR and,westemCoral Sea by Fumas et al. (I 994) &en in Table ‘5. .
:
Table 5, Dissolved N in GBR rainfall (adaptedfrom Fumas et.aI., 1994).
’ NO;
pg NO+-’

m+
aspgNL-'

Mean

tiedian

Mean

Median

1.31

0.36

0.3

0.08

Pii!rnIJMean
Median
3.31

2.01

aspgNL-'
Mean

Median

2.7

1.56
.

The median concentration was selected,for modelling purposes in order to diminish the,
importance of extreme values in the sample d+a, consequentlythe mineral N conce+ation of
rainfall (DEPWC) and the fraction of N&’

in rainfall (DEPNH4W) were set to 1.6E-3 and

0.95 respectively.
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In order to specify eftluent irrigation in SOILN, inputs of N were given as quantities of
fertiliser (kg N ha-‘) divided into NO; and NH4’ componentsand ascribed a dissolution rate
of 100%. Regularly measureddata for total mineral N concentrationand speciation in sewage
effluent were available for use in the SOILN model (refer to Figures 3, 5 and 7). The N data
were linearly interpolated between sampling times to a daily time scale and extrapolated to
the period before and after the 4-year period of eftluent sampling. The mean annual applied
TN for each island under various effluent-loading regimes is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Effluent irrigation mean TN loading rates for SOILN modelling
Fraction of
total daily
efthent
irrigated

Great Keppel
Mean
Applied

[kg NE’

WI
.-25
;

,:i
.:i(J) .,,

‘.

.”

‘185
379
!!>
740

Island

DinkIslahd
Mean
Applied

[kg N~!yi’]

yr:‘]
’
0

43
. . 86

129
ii2

Br&m@ton Island
Mean
Applied

‘. :

.[kg Nzry?]
8b

:,

,178

267
358
,,~i.~
., _

,.

3.3.1.2 Denitrification
SOILN considers denitritication a ““order ., process
i based on a daily, potential rate that :is
._ 1
modified by response,ftmctions for temperature, water.content and NOa- concentration. The
equationsgovertting’denitrific’ation in S&LN are’fully outlined in Johnssonet al. (1987).
Reportedrat4 of denitrification insAustralian soils vary considerably, although conditions of
soil core incubation also vary, thus limiting comparisons of potential denjtrification.
Catchpoole (1975) determined that 27% of applied fertiliser N was denitrified when a grass
--.pastureestablished on ‘prairie-like soil’ was waterlogged. Pu et al. (1999) measured the
denitritication occurring in grey cracking clays supporting a variety of grass species and
found lossesbetween 1.2 and 1.8 kg N ha-’ dudepending on.the level of added residues.They
also reported that most of the N loss occurred in the .top 0.5 m, a result that was further
supported by Burford and Bremner (1975). Avalakki et al. (1995) measured nitrous oxide
(NsO) emissions from denitrification on a black earth (Vertisol) and detected emissions
ranging from 0.38 - 0.95 kg N ha-’ de’ for incomplete saturationand I .3 - 2.4 kg N ha“ de’ for
complete saturation.
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A number of overseasstudies have also attempted to ascertain levels of NzO emission from
below various soil and vegetative systems. However, it should be noted that NzO could also
have been formed during the oxidation of NHd+ during the nitrification process. A more
coniprehensiveexamination of the effect on denitrification of soil depth between 0 and 50 cm
under grazed grass plots,tias performed by Ryan et al. (1998). Denitrification in the 0 to 10
cni layer was shown to be much greater than in the lower layers, with only 20% of the total
16.5kg N ha-’ yr-’ denitrified it greaterdepth.
Also, the seasonalvariatidn in annual denitrification rate has been mea&red at between I .2
and 1.3 kg N ,ha-’ de’,in a waterlogged sandy.soil grasslandmeadow over a three year period
(Davidsson&ti&ardson,
8 j,

1997).

Luo et al.:(1998) ?lso &a+ed

3’ ?

the influence of soil depth on ioil denitrification &tivity of

both’ sandy lo&n and silt loam below pasture. Maximum ~denitrification activity was
determined in the ,surfacesoil (O-5 cm) which decreasedexponetitially with depth, r&ardless
of Soil type or t&e. Accordingly, an exponential distribution of denitrification below the soil
surfacewas adoptedfor SOILN simulations at all three sitcq.
Therefore, the daily potential denitrification rates (DENPOT) for both Dunk ‘and Bra&pton
Island were set to 1.5 kg N ha-’ d”, with 1 kg N ha-’ d“ selectedfor Great Keppel Island. Such
viilu&‘w’we<echoSento correspondwitl’the broadly clay’and sa&y Soils exhibi&i respectively
at these islatids. In additioh,‘the assumed depth Where the d&i&c&ion
capacity cea&d
(DENDEPTH) ivas ascribed’s value’of 0.5 m.
The influenc$of temperatureon de&rification is allowed f&i in SOILN by a Q,o expressioneffectikely representingthe multiplicative change in denitification rate when a 10% increase
in temperature.
__
Smith et’al. (1998) investigated the effect of a variation in soil water content and iemperatare
on the denitrificatlon responsefrom clay lo& and sandy loam with vegetatibn, at or above
field capacity. Their study, demonstrated that when soil mineral N was non-limiting,
expotiential relationships existed between the N20 flux and both moisture content and
temperature.The Qla for the responseranged between 5 and I5 for a clay loam soil with turf,
while in a sandy loam with turf, a Q,o of 1.6 was deduced.
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They also indicated that the higher Q10value for clay loam was attributed to an enhanced
respiratory demand of oxygen and an associated expansion and prevalence of anaerobic
zones.This increasedanaerobicvolume for a given soil volume had previously been shown to
raisethe Q,o for denitrification (Smith, 1997). Thus, basedon a broadclassification of the soil
type found at the GBR resort islands under study, a Qlr, (TEMQIOD) value of 10 was adopted
for Brampton and Dunk Islands and a Q,o of 1.6 was chqsenfor Great Keppel Island.
The water response is limited to a range close to saturation where denitrification increases
with increasedwater content to a maximum level at s$uration. Smith et al. (1998) found that
the total NzO emissions from cut grasslands increased sharply as the soil water content
increased.Moreover, for a clay-loam soil, an exponential increasein emissions was evident as
t+,,~oi$re

content .rose from, 50% ,$o .ma+um

N20 emissions at 90% of porosity.

Ccmsequently,,
for soil rnoi?w effect, on, denitrification (DEND) was
.., the +h?pe.eqeter
specified as a non-linear responsetimctiop with an assumedexponentof 2..
The,critical +r:filled porosity at which denitrific?tion.was acceleratedfor a perennial jegrass
sward established on a fine; sandy loam in New Zealand.was, 17% (Rw-Jerez et al., 1994).
The water content interval (MOSDEN).defining increaseddenitrification activity from zero to
optimum activity was set to 15% for.each site in the absenceof farther information.
The N03: content of the soil was identified ,” a limiting factor,for denitritication activity at
some depths, particul,arly in surface soils where the concentrations were. low (Loo et al.,
1998). SOILN herefore calculatesthe NO, concentration respensefrom a Michaelis-Menron
expressionwith a half-saturation constant (DENHS) i.e. the concentrationat which the rate is
50% of the &&mum

if all other conditions are optimal. This value was assumedequal to 10

mg N L“ (Johnssonet al., 1991).
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3.3.1.3 Turfgrass Growth, Uptake and Redistribution
Lawn was assumedto be cut at regular intervals of 14 days, with 80% of leaves remaining
after mowing. The C and N in leaf, stem and root residuesthen passinto the litter pool. The
grassC and N are each divided into three fractions, harvestedoutput and above- and belowground residues.Above-ground residuesare incorporatedinto the litter pools of the upper soil
layer together with a correspondingamount of carbon calculated from the leaf and stem C:N
ratio - the relative quantities of each determining the C:N ratio of the litter pool. Below
ground residues are partitioned into the litter pool of each soil layer together with the
quantities of C and N correspondingto the root pool on the last day of growth.
The methodology of SOILN regarding plantN liptake assuhes’NH$and NOj’ a&e eqbaliy
available to the grass and calculated. according to the’ relative &nom& of’ the t&o ions
available. Potential daily turfgrass growth, per unit aiea of soil surface’is proportional ~tothe
light intercepted by the canopy deduced from the global radiation, radiation extinction
:
coefftcient.&rd leaf-area indejr according’to Beers’ law. This is subseqirentlyconverted
into
biomass by multiplying by a potential radiation’use efficiency coefftcient. The predicted daily
growth is then found by applymg reduction factors to the potential groivthto~account for low
soil temperaturesas well as moisture and mineral N deficits.
The grassN demand is a function of the.daily biomass formation in the different plant tissues
and is determinedby a maximiun N concentration in the respectiveplant tissues.A fraction of
the total soil mineral N is also available,for uptake by the grass.The modelled N uptake is the
lower value of the grassN demandand tire available amount of mineral N. More detail on the
SOILN crop &owtb sub-model can be foundz,inEckersten and Jansson(1991).
To adequately parameterize the SOILN model for turfgrass photosynthetic biomass
--allocation, leaf assimilation, respiration and clipping redistribution, a wide range of literature
.relating to various grasstypes was consulted.
/
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A study of irrigated bermudagrassby Devitt (1989) observeda decreasein root length density
with depth, with the highest values occurring in the 0 - S cm layer for sandy loam, while a
shallower root system was observedfor a clay soil. Approximately 75% of the root systems
were located in the upper 57, 55 and 40 cm of the soil strata in the sandy loam, silt loam and
clay soils respectively. The lowest level of roots (ROOTDMIN)
approximately 1.1 m.

was ,observed at

To broadly reflect these outcomes, an exponentially decreasing

distribution was applied to root density below the soil surface,with the parameter.determining
root depth as function of root biomass (ROOTDINC) given a value of -0.06 for Great Keppel
,_
Island and -0.04 for both Brampton and Dunk Islands.
I.

The maximum proportion of soil mineral N available for mrfgrass,uptake at each daily time
step of the model (UPMA) was selected as 8% of the total mineral N pool for each soil layer
from Johnssonet al. (1987).

/.

ii
,~. ,”
When the plant demandwas higher than UPMA, a compensatoryuptake from the other layers
(UPMOV) of 1 (=lOO%) was calculated. Such a high proficiency ofgrass root systems to
reallocatethe source of mineral N for uptake was supportedby a modelling study of N uptake
of perennial ryegrasscover (Blomback and Eckersten, 1997).
A special option where the,turfgrass leaf assimilation rate was a function of a light response
curve for a single leaf type integrated over the canopy .was implemented.. Leaf assimilation
was calculated using a light -responsecurve for photosynthesis taking account.of growth.
respiration (Frahce and Thomley, 1984). The following, input parametersfor this option were’
specified t?om a literature review of grassland systems (refer Appendix 3): maximum leaf
photosynthes$ rate at optimal temperature (PPMAX20( I)), rate of decline of maximum leaf
photosynthesis rate with increased leaf area index (PPMAX20(2)), leaf transmission
coefftcient (PTRANSM), and respiration growth efficiency (PGRESP).
_.
Similarly, parametersrequired to define the radiation use efficiency (PHOEFF) for the grass
canopy were basedon Hodgkinson et al. (1989) who undertooka light conversion analysis of
two perennial tussock grasses grown in south-east Queensland pastures. Light utilising
efficiency was shown to be similar throughout periods of regrowth following either grasscut
weekly or cut infrequently, with a value of 3.5 g DM MJ-’ representativeof regularly mowed
turfgrass. In addition, the light extinction coefficient (EXTCOEF) for warm season
switchgrass ranged from 0.57 to 0.72 (Madakadze et al., 1998),therefore a value of 0.6 was
consideredappropriate for this modelling exercise.
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The leaf N concentrations at which maximum and minimum photosynthesis occur
(NLEAFXG, NLEAFN) were set to values based on,studies of N concentration in grass
clippings (Hodgkinson et al., 1989;van Keulen et al., 1989).
With respectto the parameterscontrolling the biomass allocation in turfgrass, the specific leaf
area (WLAI) which is defined as the leaf area per’dj

weight bf leaf, was deduced from a

study by Boot and den Dubbelden (1990) of two perennial grass speciei on inland dunes.
WLAI varied approximately between0.018 and 0.032 m* gDM-’ dependingon the speciesand
rate of N treatment. The minimum value of 0.018 m2 gDM” was adopted for this study,
correspondingto the narrower, non-rhizomatous specieswith a highly availability N supply,
‘.
as expectedfor a turfgraSsin.an,effluebt itiigated,etivironment.
,~ ,: ,..
The proportion of growth allocated to plant parts was mea&red by hodgkinson tit 91.(1989/;
with the fraction of total growth apportioned to roots (AROOTN) relatively constant at
between0.05 and;O.1 d:’ for both grass speciesdir&g ie&owtb after cutting. Coefficielits for
leaf areadevelopmetit as functioris of slioOt biomass @LEAF(l)

AndyALEh(2))

were taken

from-,leafzstem titio .gxperiments tiondticted by Wri ‘et ‘al. (1998) &r grassland fields ‘in
Scotland.
Also, the daily fraction of leaf and stem~bi~mtis~,lostto litt~r’(ALIlTERL

and’~ITT&)

wer&prescribed.thevalues 0.026 and 0~023d*’ resp&ively, on the b&is of perennial r&a&
measurementsby,-Sheehy& al. (1980). Similar work by Thomley and Verbeme (19&) on”’
grasslandsrevehledt.hat,thedaily fraction of root biomtis’lost to litter (ALITTERR(2)) was of
the order of.0.03 6’.
.I

_,:.
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3.3.1.4 Mineralisation / Immobilisation and Nitrification
Nitrogen mineralisation is defined as the biological decomposition of organic materials in
soils and their conversion to the inorganic forms: NH4’ and NO). The balancebetween the C
and N content of the energy sources dictates whether organic N is mineralised to a plant
available form or residual soil N is immobilised by microorganisms. (Schepersand Mosier,
1991). More precisely, if the C:N ratios of the above-groundlitter are greater than the humus
pools,

the redistribution of residuesinto the system will often causenet immobilisation due to

the high demand of microbial growth during decomposition. Conversely, if the litter pools
become dominated by recycled microbial biomass with a small C:N ratio, net mineralisation
will result.
Mineralisation of humus N is calculatedin SOILN as a tirst:order rate processcontrolled by a
specific mineralisation constant and response functions accounting for the influence of soil
temperatureand soil moisture. Corresponding N flows are calculatedassuming a C:N ratio of
decomposerbiomass. When net immobilisation occurs, the immobilisatidn rate is limited to a
maximum fraction of the mineral N content in the soil. Importantly however,.ahhoughNH.,’
and NO,- can both be immobilised, N&+ is assumed to proceed first. Specific algorithms
detailing the mineraIisation/immobiIisation. transformations in soil and the nitrification of
~,i
NI&’ to,NO<are describedin detail by Johnssonet al. (1987).
Schepersand Mosier (1991) estimated that approximateIy2% of the total organic N in surface
soils were. mineralised annually. However, if irrigation was applied regularly, the<>
mineralisation of large amounts of recently added grass residues could slowly promote the
organic mat& pool and factor this rate by as much as twice. They also warned that estimates
of mineralisation should be viewed with an uncertainty of + 25 - 50%.
--Two tropical Australian soils, a clay loam and sand, were shown to undergo4.8% and 12.5%
mineralisation of organic N respectively in the first year after clearing, which then decreased
to 5 - 5.9% in the years following (Wetsel&, ‘1967). Bmmner (1965) also concluded that
most of the organic N in soils was resistant to biological attack and < 3% of the total organic
N was mineral&d annually.
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A rate of humus mineralisation (HUMK) of 1X-5

de’ was chosen based on the range

prescribed by Jansson and Andersson (1988), whereby values from l.OE-5 - 2.1E-5 were
successfully applied to N modelling of a cereal-dominatedwatershedof clay till in southern
Sweden.These values,were further supportedby Katterer and Andren (1996), who calibrated
HUMK to a value of 3.OE-5d-’ when modelling N movement in a clay soil supporting a grass
ley subjectedto daily irrigation and fertilization.
Probertet al. (I 998) modelled the N dynamics of a wheat growing vertisol at Warra in southeastQueenslandand an al&o1 at Xatherine, Northern Territory supporting legume leys, both
fertilised at 0, - 75 kg N ,hd!. ,Parameters~successfullyapplied in their modelling study
included a litter specific decomposition rate (LITK) of 8E-3 6’, efficiency of internal
synthesisof microbial biomass in litter (LITEFF) of 0.4 and the fraction of N and C in above
grqund residuesconvertedto litter (ABOVEK) of 0.1 de’.
,. i

;

,‘...

As the predictive ability of the model .in terms ocN0; migration proved satisfactory across
the two data setsin Probert et aL.(1998),:suchvalues were consideredappropriatefor defining
C.,apd N flows between.the@ter and ,humus pools in SOILN simulations for this study.
Notably, Duble and Weaver ,(1974) reported that decomposition’of leaf and stem tissue was
twice as fast as that of root .tissue,-howeverdue to-the fact that root matter and leaf residue
were both allocated to the same litter.pool,.only one value forABOVEK could-be applied. :~~‘.
@other impor$t

modelling param+

for mineralisation and immobilisation determination

is &e C:N ratio’of micro-organisms and humified products (CNORG). Values ranged from a
mean of 5.2,in the top 28 cm of grassland soils in subtropical Queenslandmeasured by
Robertson et$. (1993) to a,value of 8 used for soil .N modelling in south-east;Queensland
soils in Probert et al. (1998). A CNORG value of 6 was therefore chosenfor this work. This
value is also within the range 5 - 15 found in other studies on microbial biomass C:N ratios
--.(Graceet al., 1993; Bloemhof and Berendse, 1995).
With respect to the C content of grass biomass lost to litter (CPLANT), the total leaf C
concenetions of three tropical pasturegrassesgrown in Australia fell within a narrow range
of 0.4 - 0.47 g C g DM’ (Ghannoum and Conroy, 1998). A value of 0.45 g C g DM-‘was
thereforeutilised for SOILN modelling.

Specification of the parameter controlling the litter C humification fraction was based on a
study of the decomposition and N mineralisation of above-ground plant material in two
unfertilised grasslandsystems (heavy clay and loamy sand) in the Netherlands (Bloemhof and
Berendse,1995). The litter C utilisation efficiency for deadgrass litter (LITHF) was found to
be 0.35. Given that reported values have ranged from’ 0.2 - 0.4 in other models of
decomposition in grasslandsystems(De Ruiter et al., 1993; Van Veen et al., 1985), a LITHF
of 0.35 was consideredappropriatefor this study.
Nitrification of NI&+ to NO< in SOILN is.calculated as a first-order rate process,modified by
the excess of N&’

when the N&‘: NO< ratio exceedsan assumedequilibrium for the soil.

The transfer rate of nitritication is further defined by a sfkkific daily rate constant (NITK) and
the temperature and moisture response functions previously discussed.‘A NITK‘rringe of
approximately 0.03 - 0.09 de’ wasderived from,,tield expeiiment.s involving various fertiliser
applications to;cereaI crops .m Queensland,,with higher values occurring in more,‘mpist soil
.”
conditiork (Strong
,.‘~and Cooper, 1992).‘Thus,, given that relatively high soil moisture cobtents
would be anticipated from daily.effl~uentirrigation, a NITK value of 0.08 de’was selected.
.,

.’
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4.

RESULTS

4.1

SOIL Simulations

SOIL was usedto simulate upperand lower bounds of the accumulatedwater balances at each
island for different irrigation loads, based on the previously defined range of soil spatial
variability (refer to Tables 7, 8 and 9).
Table 7.. Accumulated water balance (mm) for the various hydraulic loading scenarios at
Great Keppel Island over a 20-year simulation period.

Table 8. Accumulated water balance (mm) for the various hydraulic loading scenarios at
Dunk Island over a 20-year simulation period.

SO

Table 9. Accumulated water balance(mm) for the various hydraulic loading scenarios at
Brampton Island over a 20-year simulation period.

,:

.~

‘:.~

The m&n predicted evapotrarrspiration (ET) for ,a11cases during the s&tdy
period ranged
;
a,~
between2.1 and 4.5’ mm daily at Great Keppel Island, 3.3 and 5.1 mm d:’ at Dunk Island and
2.6 and 4.6 mm de’at Brampton Island. These values compare favorably with other studies of
tmfgrass BT (Beard, 1985; C&row, 1991, Tovey et al., 1969).
Additionally, the major
)
proportion of the ET for both locations was shown to be from grasswater transpiration, which
is’s realistic outcome in view of the significant coverageof the soil by turf.

....?a
,, ‘$1
‘:)

As anticipated, the most signiftcant surface runoff flows were simulated for Dunk Island. This
was a consequenceof the combined high rainfall and low soil conductivity, which resulted in,
a maximum accumulated runoff component of 3 1% of the total water input. In contrast, no
overland flovvs.were predicted for Great Keppel, a consequenceof the highly permeable sand
8
formation.
_. Based on the quantity of turfgrass uptake over the 20 year period at Great Keppel Island in
particular, it appearsthat a maximum value (22 860 mm) was reached during the various
casesof hydraulic loading. This effectively representsthe maximum possible utilization of
water by grass under the physical conditions at this site, which would have been initially
reachedat an irrigation rate somewhere between the relatively wide range of 3.3 and 6.7 mm
d-‘. No such limiting value was attained with certainty for the seriesof hypothetical hydraulic
loads at Brampton and Dunk Islands.

Simulated deep percolation of water from the Great Keppel and Dunk Island profiles
increased with progressively higher quantities of irrigation. The former rose markedly,
ranging from 35.3% to 72.7% of total water input, while a more moderately increasing range
of possible values was indicated for Dunk Island. Brampton Island maintained a relatively
constantrangeof percolation flowing to groupdwater, of 22.2% to 45.6%.
At any point in eachsoil drying cycle, the amount of water that has beenremoved below field
capacity representsthe amount of soil water storage that must be refilled before any increase
in percolation can occur. The simulated differences in percolation can be attributed to the
larger volume of water that can be stored temporarily above tield capacity for a clay-based
soil. Therefore, water stored.above field capacity can then be largely removed by turfgrass,
evenfoi’ththe’fustday follotiing high rainfall at ihe Dunk a& Bram&onIsland sites.
‘. 1, .,
The envelope of daily volumetric water content for the bottom of the soil profiles at each site
is fireSet& iii Apljendi& (a-e).‘For Great ieppel Isk&, the &&ted soil mo&ure~at b.8$
:
:
1:Oin depth of each site increasesto an almost &nstant’vahte as the irrigation rates increase.
.,
This’ impiies &at the sob ‘e?perieticed&tuaIly ho drying’ periods and is always at norclose to
field capacity: Significantly larger fluctuations in md&.turecontentsfor the cormspbuding soil
layer ‘at botii Bra&tort and Dunk Iskurds a& evident, ddmonstratktg‘me i&luence’ of h.cgh
rainfall events in these ins&&es.

-

4.2

SOILN Simulations

A key result of the SOlLN simulations was that frequent cutting of the leaf biomassand the
resultant redistribution of the N and C to the aboveground organic pool have indirectly
promoted the N available for further plant uptake and leaching. The cuttings were effectively
another source of N to the system in an organic form which could directly mineralise to N&’
or immobilise to soil humus (for later mineralisation to Nti’)
The influx of N from re-ed

depending on the soil C:N ratio.

grassclippings provided up to an additional 60% of the initially

applied effluent-N to the system over a twenty-year period. The annual addition of clippings
on sports turf has been estimated as 2000 kg ha-’ @em Vis, 1981), which contributes
approximately 80 kg N,hd’yr-’ assuming a grassN content of?% by weight. This compares,
.,I .,I,
favorably with a range of 22 to 221 kg N ha-‘yi’ acrossall sites and casesstimulated.
The simulated uptake of N vy turfgrass was;t&sphown to exceed the applied effluent N in all
., :
case; of wastewaterapplication for Dunk and I$mptou Islands (refer to Figure 20). The level
of turfgrass N uptake predicted for Great Keppel Island was similarly high, exceedingapplied
effluent N when 25% of total daily sewage$Iluent, was irrigated and rauging.beween 62%
_
and
96%
: ,, for other simulated cases.
These outymes compare favourably with many inyesttgatigns ?n,,tbeproportion of applied N
taken up by grassland systems in &+li.s.when

both the difference jn N ,inputs and the

tendency for harvesting of biomass in these studies, are taken into account. Two such studies
(Henzel!, 1963;,Henzell, 1971) were undertakenon various pasture grassesgrowing in red
podzolic (sa+iy loam) soils at Samford in southeastQueensland.Henzell(1963) reportedthe
N recovery i$ mixed pasture grassesat 47% for an N input of 448 kg ha-‘yr~‘, while his
examinatio? of the N uptake by Rhodes grass from four feeiliser rates yielded plant
recove+s as high as 62% at 224 kg N ha-’ yi’ (Henzell, 1971).
.-.
Also, Lazenby and Lovett (1975) investigated the ,uptake of N by five pasture grass species
grown on the northern tablelands of New Sotith Wales for annual N treatmed rates ranging
from 0 - 1344 kg N ha-‘. The highest recovery .was achieved by perennial ryegrass;63% of
255 kg N ha-’ was recovered, a proportion which decreased to 24% with increasing N,
application up to 1344kg N ha-‘.
Denitrification losses approaching 8% and 4% of total applied N at Dunk and Brampton
Island respectively were consistently maintained over all application ratesand conditions.
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By comparison, Mancino et al. (1988) found that denitrification lossesfrom below turfgrass
were strongly influenced by soil temperature. It

was

shown that 2 - 5% of applied N was lost

from saturated silt loam soils at 22 “C and rose to 45 - 85% of applied N at 30 “C.
Denitrification losses accountedfor ‘only 0.1 - 0.4% of the applied N when the soil was at
75% saturation. Velthof et al. (1997) also studied N20 emissions from clay soil overlain by
grasslandand determined that total denitrification losses as a proportion of total N applied
were large (8 - 14%) after wet seasonalcohditions. They also concluded that denitrification
increasedproportionately with increasingN rate for grassland’growing on a clay soil. Watson
et al. (1992) measuredtotal annual denit&cation lost’from grazedgrasslandto be up to 90%
of the loss that occurred in the O-5 cm depth. Ruz-Jerez et al. (1994) reported gaseousN
losses form denitrificatioii of the order’.bf 1 - 1.3% ‘of annual N in&t to fine sandy loam
supporting white-clover cover.
As anticipated,the denitrification of ti was negligible at %reat Keppe.1Island due to Its’dryer
i.
soil profile and marginally lower soil temperaturecoin&red to the other study sites.
:
Also, of ‘interest were the temporal chtiges’ in the s&l mineral N of each site: W&e ‘there
. . ..
.,
were pronouncedshifts in the level of soil NOs- and NH.,+over monthly time periods observed
in the output data, there was no significant overall increasein mineral N over 20 years for any
island. T&is

a “common+ense” &come 2 mideral~ wouldbnly beexpectedto accumulate

in soils under exceptional ci&mstances, therefore indicatihg conf&nce iii the model.
:
,.,
The accumulated leaching envelopepredicted for the’four effluent irrigation regimks’assumed
for each island’site are depicted in Figures 21 (a)-(c). This demonstratesthat an increased
usage.rateof+ffluent on lawn areaspromotes a similar increasein rate of loss of N from sites
with a sandy geology like Great Keppel Island. The loss of NO; through leaching ranged
from 12.2% -.13.7% to 54.2 - 56.2% of applied N, an increaseof 410% in applied N there.
By contrast, the envelope of variation of NOs’ leaching from the soil profiies at Dunk and
Brampton Islands were relatively uniform fdr the various hy@oth&ical schemes of applied
effluent N. Such limits fell between 10.6% and 14.6% at Dunk Island and 3.3% and 7.l%‘at
Brampton Island. These results reflect the up to two’ orders of magnitude greater hydraulic
conductivity of soils present at Great Keppel Island, as well as the lower proportion of N
uptake by turfgrass predicted there. It should also be noted that surface water runoff was a
major moisture’ loss mechanism at both Dunk and Brampton Islands - further reducing the
available water for the transportof N.
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b)

Figure 20. Major simulated N

flows

(kg N ha-‘) accumulated over 20 years at (a) Great

Keppel, (b) Dunk and (c) Brampton resort islands for (i) 25, (ii) SO,(iii) 75 and
(iv) 100% of total daily effluent irrigated.
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Figure 21(a)Accumulated N03- leachingenvelopeduring 1974- 1994at GreatKeppel~Islandgolf coursefor four effluent irrigation regimes.

Figure 21(b) Accumulated NO< leachingenvelopeduring 1974-

Dunk Island golf coursefor four effluent irrigation regimes.

Figure 21(c) Accumulated NO3’ leaching envelope during 1974 - 1994 at Brampton Island golf course for four efluent irrigation regimes.

Based on the golf-course areas of each resort, simulated mean annual losses of NO;‘below
the root zone at Great Keppel and Dunk Islands ranged from 30 to 502 kg N yr” and 28 to
126kg N yi’, respectively, over all simulated wastewaterapplication levels. Brampton Island
currently employs effluent irrigation and thus, can expect to generateonly between 7 and 38
kg N yi’ flow beyond the root zone of the golf course(refer to Table 10).
Table 10. Comparative mean annual masses of NOS. output to GBR waters for various
irrigation regimes over a 20-year simulation period for eachGBR resort island.
al M~.s.sof NO j (kg)
.. .
igation (%)
I

Flow Path of NO; to

The anticipated reduction in the N output to GBR waters from various effluent irrigation
regimes when compared&t

complete wastewater discharge.via oceanoutfall were derived

for each ishmd’sfte (see Figure 22). It should be empha.&d ‘thatsuch estimates of the la&dbasedoutput of N to sea’were calculated on the’basis that (i) no chemical or biological loss
mechanisms existed for N solute in groundwater,(ii),there were no dilution effects and (iii)
freshwaterflow from’the aquifer to the sea occurred in the vicinity of the site. In light of such
conservative assumptions, the.estimated export of N to sea would be expected to reflect the
upper limit of expected outcomes. ~This would likely overwhelm any underestimation of N
leaching caus:d by errors in the assumptionsand parameterizationof the numerical model.
At Dunk and Brampton Islands, the greatest reduction was achieved when all, the daily
.-.

effluent produced was distributed over an area equivalent in vegetation, soil characteristics
and size to the existing golf course areas.In this case, an approximate reduction of 85% and
93% was simulated for each island respectively. With increasing fractions of wastewater
applications, steady increases in the predicted mass reduction of N available to discharge to
seawere evident.
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Figure 22. Reduction in NOS. mass outputs to GBR waters from eftluent re-use at selected
.-.

islands when comparedwith a complete dischargeof sewageeffluent via an outfall

Similarly for Great Keppel Island, the reduction in the flow of N beyond the root zone to
potentially flow to GBR waters reached a maximum value for the peak level of wastewater
irrigation loading. However, the reduction level of 44% was much lessthan at the other sites.
Also, only relatively small increasesin N reduction were predicted for substantial increasesin
the irrigation application rate. To put this in its proper context, the simulations undertakenfor
Great Keppel Island assumedan irrigation application area of I .2 ha, thus larger areascould
be expected to provide an improved degree of effectiveness in limiting N transport to the
underlying aquifer.
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To understandthe role of the magnitude and frequency of rainfall on N leaching, the daily
NO,‘ flow from below the lowest soil layer was examined for a one-yearperiod at each site.
Only the maximum effluent irrigation case was investigated, (see Figures 23 (a-c)). The peak
outflows correlated with high rainfall events for all islands, particularly at Dunk and
Brampton Islands while only limited leaching occurred during dry periods. As a consequence,
pronounced flushing of stored NOj from the lowest soil layer was expected to take place
during high rainfall events. For Great Keppel Island, leaching was maintained during dry
climatic cycles. This suggests a lesser influence of precipitation flushing events on the
leaching fraction and more significant effects on the daily N outflows by consistently high-

,_

level effluent irrigation.

Figure 23(a) Simulated daily NO; flows from below the Great Keppel Island soil profile
related to daily rainfall inputs.
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Figure 23(b) Simulated daily NOi flows from below the Dutik Island Soil profile related to
daily rainfall inputs.

Figure 23(c) Simulated daily NO; flows from below the Brampton Island soil profile related
to~daily rainfall inputs.
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4.3

Sensitivity Analysis of SOILN Model

A sensitivity analysis is a study of the rate of change in one factor with respect to change in
another factor (McCuen, 1973). Hence, the parametric sensitivity analysis of a model
ascerta/ns the impact of changes in one parameter on the outputs under review. To
successfully apply this approach, a baseline data set was required to serve as a basis of
comparison following the modification of each input parameter(refer Appendix 3). Since all
deviations were interpreted proportionately to the baseline outputs, the exact specification of
this baseline was not crucial.
Essentially, the purpvse of this invest&++ was twofold. Firstly, tp. determine the ~rel&ve
,~‘,i~,‘. :,
>
influence_i of changes
in
,., .’
.‘~ SQILN para$etTr specitic$ion, .,and,secondly, to ascertain the
q&ztil0five,i~p@ of parameterimprecision ,on the ,grossmodel Qutputs.,In~theprocess,the;
,...e
conservatism of the baseline or reference values adopted for this study could also ,be
appraised.

,

:

One method for direct comparison of parameter influences on numerical model outputs is the
quantification of the relative sensitivity coefficient (S,) a~ describedby Larocque and Banton
(1994):
S, = (GFIF)I(GXi/X-,)

(11)

where F is the baseline model result, Xi is the referenceparametervalue, and a variation in Xi
(SXJ results in a variation in F (SF). The value of S, could vary from 0 (where the inodel
result is una&tcd).to

>I for an increasing effect of parameter change. If S, =I, a sp6cific

percentagechange in a parametergave the same percentageincreaseiri the model output. To.
strengthenthe validity of this approach and simplify the interpretations made herewith, &I
-,.-increasein S, causedby a small variation in the-denominatorof equation [ 1I] was ~avdidedby
maintaining a constant (8X&)

across all parametersfor each sensitivity threshold. ?he net

result eschewedany bias from different widths! of parameterinterval.
Such a sensitivity analysis was systematically applied to 27 parametersconsidered the most
likely to influence either the cumulative NO< leaching (ACCDLOSS) or total plant uptake
(ACCTOTUPT) for a IO-year SOILN simulation period spanning 1974 - 1983. By running
the SOILN model with a series of individual parameter changes of up to + 50 % from the
baselinevalue, the effect of error in particular parameterswas evaluated.
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Only the Dunk Island site was considered in this report, for an effluent irrigation load of 2
mm d-’ or 50% of effluent produced daily, with mean soil hydraulic properties also adopted
for this sensitivity analysis. To ensure that parameter variations were not symptomatic of
unsteady state conditions, a IO-yearsimulation period was chosento provide sufficient time
for the N pools to equilibrate. In this new steady state, the annual mass balance of N was
consideredto remain constant.
A majority of the input parametersfor the SOILN model tiere difficult to determine precisely,
due to the complex experimental methodology required for their quantification as well as the
interactions that exist betweenvarious N cycling processes.Model parametersthat were able
I,
to. be more routinely ‘.measured(soil N and ‘C content) or were observable management
practice (application rate and,quality of effluent irrigation, grass clipping return rates, etc.)
were snot considered,in this tiork.’ Importantly, SOIL .model driving variables were not
modified, implying : that variations in physical and’ hydraulic characteristics of the soil
(undertakenin Section 3.2), as well as meteorological factors, were not speciftcally accounted
for during this sensitivity analysis.
Average relative sensitivity coefficients were ~determined’for each bf the selected parameters
in terms of both the mean annual ‘ACCTOTUPT and ACCDLOSS. The absolute values of
eachwere usedfor comparativepurposesand are shown in Figures 24 and 25.
For the ACCDLOSS results, with the exception of the UPMA parameter,all S. were less than
1.0. Thus, for a specific. change in the .vaIue of each tested parameter, a proportionally
reduced change in accumulated NOd leaching was output: As UPMA is an adjustment
parameterfor@ &action of mineral N available for.immobilisation and plant uptake, it could
not be measuredin the field. However, it is highly unlikely that the baseline value adopted
(UF’MA = 0.08) was in error by more than f 50% for thesesites basedon the range of values
..(0.05 - 0.12) reportedin;Janssonet al. (1991). Therefore, a rigorous calibration processand/or
a critical ,literatureevaluation of this parameter would be essentialin future modelling pork.
Higher S, were associatedwith coefftcients controlling photosyntheticgrowth through energy
assimilation by

turfgrass

leaves (EXCOEFF, PHOEFF, NLEAFXG) as well as parameters

defming N net mineralisation (LI’ITEFF, CPLANT).
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Importantly, the EXCOEFF and PHOEFF were unlikely to deviate markedly from the
assumedvalues, while the error in the estimation of NLEAFXG would be limited to no
greaterthan approximately 20% (0.8% N) below the adopted value of 4 % N. In particular,
the influence of these net mineralisation parameterson ACCDLOSS was anticipated, based
on the large contributions to the total mineral N pools during net mineralisation of
backgroundhumus and other organic matter.
The specific leaf area (WLAI)

and the daily fraction of root biomass lost as litter

(ALITTER(2)) were also found to be influential in the prediction of ACCDLOSS. Tbe value
selectedfor WLAI was not expected to be in error to the order investigated, as it was a
directly measurablequantity that has also beenwell documented.Also, there is only a limited
rangeover which the value of WLAI could be realistically applied.
Overall,. several turfgrass growth and uptake parameters were clearly shown to have tbe
greatestinfluence on the magnitude of ACCDLOSS. The continued growth of turfgrass in
turn affects the overall distribution of available N03- in the soil profile. These outcomes
necessitatedthat close attention be paid to the accurate specification of these parameters.
However, model predictions of NOs* leaching were shown to be relatively insensitive to the
vast majority of soil N cycling parameters.Moreover, in the context of the endemic modelling
assumptions and inherent difftculty in accurately measuring many input parameters, these:resultsare consideredan acceptableoverall outcome.
In broad terms;soil moisture abiotic responsefactors (MOSM, MOS(I), MOS(2), MOSSA,
MOSDEN) and denitrification (DENPOT, DENHS) were shown to produce lower S,. It-is
important to Qote that SOILN employed these soil abiotic factors in non-linear functions to
explicitly account for the effect on denitrification, nitrification and net mineralisation by
moisture conditions., Consequently, the effect of these parameterswould be expectedto vary
. ..across each GBR resort island due to markedly differing soil hydraulic characteristics and
precipitation. The sensitivity analysis demonstratedthat thesehave only minimal influence on
NOs- leaching and hence, require little or no specific quantification beyond reasonablelimits
for the SOILN applications used in this study.
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I

For the sensitivity analysis of parameters relating to ACCTOTUPT, only four parameters
were shown to be significant, namely: LITEFF, CPLANT, CNORG and LITHF. Of these,
LITTEFF and CPLANT both yielded a S, >I. For LITEFF, with an effective parameter range
of 0.2 - 0.7 (Alexander, 1961; Paul and Clark, 1988), extreme care was required in it’s
application by virtue of it’s rather esoteric definition and the consequentdifftculty in it’s
quantification. While CPLANT was almost as influential, the referencevalue applied was
presumedto be sufficiently accuratedue to its more restrictedrangeof measure.
Table 11 gives the maximum percentage changes produced in the mean annual values,
relative to the baseline set, for variations of up to f 50% in major model parameters.While it
was apparent that a greater number. of parameters vvere.,hi&Iy. sensiti,ve for ACCDLOSS
output, the percentage changes’produced m ACCTOTL#T’ were more dramatic, with four
parametersgenerating a ctiange in ACCTO’IVPT in excessof +45%. Only one parameterfor
ACCDLOSS registered beyond d336p/a..
The maximum change in mean annual ACCDLOSS
and ACCTOTUPT was an increaseof approximately 115% for UPMA and 106% for LITEFF
respectively for a parametervariation of *SO%.
A separate sensitivity analysis
%< was undertaken of the effect on both ACCDLOSS and
ACCTOTIJPT causedby variations in the NOi to NIIt+ ratio (NITR) used in the nitrification
‘. function. This was due in:part to the large range of possible values (I-20) quoted in literature
;. :-i
” (Janssonet al., 1991) coupled:with a baselinevalue of 1 that would require > 50% variation to
‘,.
adequately monitor the effect~ofchanges in NITR. When NITR was modified for a series of
.’
model runs, the maximum change in ACCDLOSS and ACCTOTUPT was 22.4% and 2.8%
respecttvely for a changeof up to +2000 % (or factor of 20). Therefore,the referencevalues
would likeIy&

adequatefor setting this parameter. Notably, for scenarios where effluent

irrigation was composed of.high concentrationsof’NH3, nitrification parameterssuch as NITR
and NITK may have a greater impact on NOs‘ leaching because.of a larger N&’
.’
.--increasingthe production of NO,-.

pool, thus

AI1 other parameters had little or no significant influence in the simulated conditions, so an
approximate determination of theseparameterswould appearssufficient. To test the reliability
of the chosen referencevalues for these and all other parameters,a validation with field data
was undertaken in Section 4.4.
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golf coursewith 50 % of sewageeffluent irrigated daily over a IO-yearsimulation period. Note: S, derived from a parametervariation off 50 %.
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Table 1 I. Sensitivity

analysis of key SOILN
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effluent

parameters
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daily
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Annual Accumulated
Plant N-Uptake (%)

Parameter

Baseline

Tooil

I
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change in mean annual accumulated
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SOILN

for Dunk Island golf course with 50

It,?

variation

period.

quantities,
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N hn’
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denotes parameter variation

I
change in mean annual accumulated

percentage

was an increase relative.to.the
*

The

baselink value, with (-) denoting
of +2000%
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a decrease.

:

:

quantities

to

When parametersreact interdependently, systematic changesin individual parameters may
not adequately represent field conditions. However, due to deficiencies in established
knowledge concerning interactions between N cycling parameters,cross-correlation was not
attempted. This was deemed an acceptable omission given the likely magnitude of
experimental errors and the relatively small spatial scale being studied at each - possibly
limiting the extent of heterogeneity in the parameter. This sensitivity analysis could be
significantly enhanced in future work however, if applied’to a wider range of climatic
conditions, soil types and irrigation management practice. Nevertheless, the sensitivity
analysis has provided an insight into the impact of parameter estimation errors,in the
outcomesfrom SOILN simulations for GBR resort islands, while identifying those parameters
requiring particular attention during parameteri,zationfor other islands in the GBR region.

:
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4.4

Validation of Predicted NitrateConcentration Outputs from SOILN

An attempt was made to validate the predicted outcomes of N cycle modelling below
turfgrass at GBR resort islands. This focused on the legitimacy of the simulated NO,
concentrationsin the lowest soil,cell being modelled. The golf course site at Great Keppel
Island was chosenas a study site due to the detailed irrigation and fertiliser managementdata
available for specifybig external inputs to the mode%Experimebially, it was’ considered to
offer more accurate data by virtue df a less varied geology and greater suitability to the
proposedslufipling proceSst0 be discussed later. Of furthei interest was an examination of
the leaching pattern over a shorter titie-period at &is site, where previously’simuiated
leachingquantities far exceededthe other stiidied tiesor&
4.4.1

Measurementof Soil Water Nitrate Concentrations

A network of 16 high-flow porous ceramic cups attachedto 20 mm diameter WVC tubing
lengthswere used to measure the temporal changes in soil water NOJ‘ concentration at a
depth of 1 m below the surface of the Great Keppel Island golf course(refer to Figure 26).
The principle of operation was basedon moisture transferresulting 6om an induced pressure
gradient.When suction was inducedwithii a samplercup, the capillary force of the soil at field
capacity was opposedby the internal suctior~within the ceramic cup. When the soil solution
suction was lessthan the applied vacuum, soil water was drawn acrossthe porous wall into the
cup. A removable self-sealing rubber septum atop each sampler served to hold the falling
vacuum. This sampling processis illustrated in Figure 27.
Each cup “I-

leached with dilute hydrochloric acid prior to installation to reduce

contamination from fme ceramic particles remaining after production. After installation, the
samplers were left undisturbed for six months before sampling commenced, to allow the
_..surrounding soil conditions to equilibrate. Each network sampling routine was carried out
shortly following irrigation and/or rainfall events to capture s&cient sample volumes
representativeof the downward migration of NQ3-.As the adoptedprocedurewas basedupon
a falling vacuum, the soil water was gradually collected within the samplercup over 24 hours
until collection -at which time they were immediately f&en and storedfor later analysis.
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4.4.2

Applicability and Limitations of Ceramic Cup Soil Moisture Sampling

Numerous studieshave explored in detail the inherent limitations of the held-scaleassessment
of nutrient concentrationsusing ceramic cup samplers. The overall validity of sample data
obtainedfrom this field study was thereforeconstrainedby severalfactors.
Biggar and Nielsen (1976)assertedthat soil solution~samplescould providea good indication of
relative changesin the amountof solute being transported,but not precisequantitativeestimates
unless the variability of the measurementswas fully established.In an effort to reduce data
variability, uniform samplerdepths&td sampling intervals in additionto the sameinitial applied
vacuum were maintainedfor all sampling eventsat GreatKeppel Island.
Van der Ploeg and Beese(1977)concludedthat porouscups could draw water from a sphereof
about 0.6 m and in so doing, could distort soil water flow patterns.They also~concludedthat soil
,.,,
r. j(( ~’‘. .‘,
moisture cttps drain a wide vartetyof pores,not all of which contributedto me fiow.
:
:’
..,
*
’ The potential maximum difference-betweenthe drainable soil waterN concentrationAndythe
sampler yncen~tion
Harris (1?7!) ,p gual, the bias,p:+upd, tq
<,..... ..was
,, shy ,:.by Wyyl,yd
departnresbetweenthe sampleintake curve andthe soil water drainageratecurve summedwith
a 30 % variability they found arising t?om othersampling liiitations.
;:,
The possibility of the porous ct$ samplers being &&vented

by flow through macropores,

instabilities or fmgering phenomenashouldalso be noted.However, this risk was thought to be
minimaI at Great Keppel due to the fme-textured uniformity of the sandystrata and the close
contactachievedbetweenthe samplertubiig and the s~omniiig soil. Satisfactoryresultsfor N
leachingstud& wereobtainedby Barbee‘a&Brown (1986) and Websteret al. (1993), andthis
approachappearsvalid for such soils. ThecoetTicients of variation reportedby Websteret al.
(1993) were only 14-20%for example,and reflect the appropriateness
of their usein sandysoil.
.-.
Another factor was the needfor sufficient samplereplicationsto achievea representativevalue.
Alberts et al (1977) showedthat estimatesof Nb3-concentration in soil solutions taken from a
silt-loam soil for six researchplots of 16 m* would be within 5 % of the true mean if 246
replicates were carried out and within 30 % of the true mean for IO replications. Due to the
obvious logistical constraints and the low amount of sample volume available, such an
exhaustive undertaking was not possible. Only two replications per samplerwere carried out,
but the moderately small ,study site size (I.2 ha), uniform vegetative and geological
characteristics and consistent sample recovery approach were assumedto offset this concern
sufficiently for the scopeof this study.
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4.4.3

Simulation Strategy

The simulation period for validation was set to the timeframe of measured results i.e.
January 1996 to June 1997. Daily rainfall was measuredonsite and other climatic data was
again adopted from nearby Yeppoon. Sprinkler irrigation pumped from the adjacent golf
coursebore was carried out every three days for two hours giving a hydraulic loading of 2.5
mm, d’ per irrigation event. The sprinkler systems were assumedcapable of distributing
water evenly over the whole golf course area.Nutrient concentrationsof water from the golf
coursebore were analyzed on three occasions during this period, averaging 3.1 mg NL-’ as
NOJ-,with negligible NIL’. Moreover, the N loading from irrigation was estimated as 0.07
kg N ha-’ applied as NOJ- once every three days.
‘,“.
Slow releasefertiliser was broadcaston fairvyays at an equivalent rate of 50:IcgN ha-‘,(80%
as m’,

20% as NO33 in mid-January and monthly to greensat a-rate.of2 kg.N ha-‘. Also,

other than changesto the initial state variables - which were derived from the steady-state
output of a IO-year simulation under these conditions, all SOIL and SOILN model
parameters remained unchanged 6om previous Great Keppel Island simulations., .The
simulations were run for the 50 sets of soil parametersthat previously yielded the envelope,
of probable deep percolation. The accumulated applied mineral N is depicted in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Total mineral N inputs from bore water irrigation and fertiliser at Great Keppel
Island for the period Jan 1996 - June 1997.
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4.4.4
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-

Validation Results

Due to the errors introduced from the experimental limitations outlined in Section 4.4.2, the
time-seriesof sampling data for soil water N03- concentrationwere expected to serve merely
as generalindicators of the magnitude and patternof the predictedoutcomes from SOILN.
,.
Even so, attention tias still paid to statistical differences between measured and simulated
results in view of the reasonablevisual correlation’of the measureddata with the envelope of
predictedNOi concentrationsin the lowest cell (refer Figure 29).
*
The measureddata were skewed spatially and followed a log-no&al distribution of values.
This was due in part to the uneven fertiliser coverage and the influence of topography. A
geometric mean(equivalent’to the mean of the log3&tiia~ &&b&n)
&as taken’ over the
extemof the site ~toreduce the impact of any iiidrdinately ‘largevalues ‘asrecommended by
.:
.I ‘I
.,
AddiScott(l994).~
~’ ‘~
Predicted concentrati&ofNO~-

foRowed~annua1
patternsexpectedin dub&pical’g&&nd

enviroiun.entS;Ihfi& the’winter period; when uptake of N was rela&eIy’Ibti, NO/ leaching
..
.,
* , i
was highly *dependenton the timing of fertilisei application and ‘the de&.% ‘of soil vvater
percolation at depth. During the summer months, when temperatureswere high and water
conditions near optimum for turfgrass growth, utilisation of NOs‘ was more efficient due to
the corresponding increases in grass photosynthetic rates and higher denitrification during
wetter soil conditions.
The spike in,predicted NOj- concentration that occurred in early May 1996 was influenced
by a success& of high rainfall events in late April spanning 10 days.This stimulated a rapid
movement of residual NOI- through the highly permeable soil, but unfortunately the
.-.magnitude could not be fully validated as sample capture occurredjust after the simulated
peak.
The apparent overestimation of concentrations immediately following the broadcast of
fertiliser in mid-January 1997 could be a reflection of differences in the actual and assumed
dissolution rate of applied fertiliser. Fertiliser additions in the model were assumed to
equilibrate quite rapidly with the NOa- in the top layer. In reality, applied N may have
remained in the uppermost soil layer for an indefinite lag time, generatingN lossesby NH.,’
volatilization that were not accountedfor in the SOILN model.
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Figure 29.

Measured values and model prediction
June 1997. Measured concentrations

envelope for a depth of 0.85 - 1 .O m below-surface

level at &eat

I

I

!

Keppel Island for the period Jan 1996 -

ark geometric means. Error bars denote plus and minus one standard deviation.
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Ammonia volatilization losseshave been estimated at 4-30% in studiesof NH; rich additions
to pasturesoil in temperateareas(Sherlock and Cioh, 1984),and would have beenexacerbated
by the hot, dry conditions that prevailed during this period at Great Keppel Island.
Consequently, less than predicted concentrations of NO; measured in soil solution at 1 m
depth were not surprising. Conversely, the higher than predicted NO; concentrations
measured in the lowest soil cell following the initial fertiliser application in mid-January
1996,were difficult to rational&. The dynamic simulation of NO; may have been improved
if drainageflow could be simulated more, precisely. An explicit validation of predicted soil
water flux hasyet to be attempted.‘.

3

Soil sampling for the determination of NOa- in the profile was conducted on three se&ate
occasionsduring the validation study: following each annual fertiliser broadcast(day number
=70,476) and approachingthe end
,/ of the annual fertiliser cycle (day number = 32O):~orjeacb
sampling event, soil cores.we+obtained from four representativelocations within the]golf
course and sectionedinto the same discrete partitions adoptedin the model. These were&en
bulked into one composjte samp!eper depth increment. Soil sampleswere deep-frozenon the
day of collection to inhibit conversion of N. Once thawed, 100 g of the moist soil was
extractedwith 250 mL 2 MKCL.~ Nitrate concentrationswere determined in the extracts using
automatic calorimetric analytical: methods in accordance with Australian Standards. The
values were converted into kg N ha-’ using actual water content from the gravimetric method.
and dry bulk density values determined for each soil depth horizon.
A’comparison .of the simulated and observed depth protiles for soil NOs- content at day
number 70, 320 and 476 is given in Figure 30: In general, there was reasonably good
agreementin$relation to the approximate niag&ude and distribution of soil NOs- within the
profile for the individual sampling events.
__The measureddistribution of NO>-at day number 70, which was precededby a major annual
broadcastof fertiliser at day~number17, was found to have shifted deeperthan predicted.This
may have been due to an underestimation of the initial conditions for mineral N. At day
number 320, the simulated build-up of N03‘ below approximately 0.4 m that had taken place
since day number 70 demonstrated that sufficient rainfall and/or irrigation had transferred
NO; beyond the simulated soil profile or had been lost to denitrification. Again,
measurementssupported this trend, although, there was a noticeable lag in the downward
migration of soil NOs- in the measureddata. By day number 476, following the most recent
major application of N occurring at day number 384, an increasedaccumulation of NO; in the
soil

horizons

below

0.6

m

was

predicted and validated by
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measurement.

--,,

a)

b)

Figure 30. Comparison of simulated and measureddepth profiles for soil NO< (kg N ha“) at:
(a) day number = 70; (b) day number = 320; (c) day number = 476.
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Evidently, the absence of high water tlux in the lower profile had prevented sign&ant
migration of soil N03’ beyondthe effective root zone. Once again, the observations laggedthe
simulated output for downward soil NO;distribution with depth, which lends support to the
application of this specifically configured SOILN model as a tool for generating conservative
estimatesof NOX‘ leaching lossesfor turfgrass areasat GBR resort islands.
Given the anticipated spatial variability of soil NO< combined with experimental error, the
degreeof discrepancy between simulated and measuredsoil NO,- was considered acceptable
and did not invalidate the broad-basedoutcomes and trends illustrated by the SOILN model.
4.4.5

Statistical Data Analysis

To more accurately assessthe reliability of the SOILN model simulations, the coeflicient of
determination (R’) was presknted as a measure of the association between observed and
predictedN03-concentrations at a depth of 0.85-1.0m below the surface.Two other statistical
properties were also calculated to evaluate the differences .betweenpredicted and measured
values. The mean residual error (ME) was defined as:,
n

ME= ; p-Y,)
0

(12)

,=I

and the mean squaredresidual error (MSE) was defined as:

(13)

where n = number of data points of pred&d and measuredNO,’ concentration,x = measured
NO<concentiation and y = simulated NOl‘concentration.
Mean residual error is a measure for the bias in the simulation output. Values approaching
zero indicate that measured and calculated values do not differ systematically from each
other, or equivalently, that there is no consistentbias.
Mean squaredresidual error is a measure of the scatterof the data points around the 1: 1 line.
High MSE, values indicated large scatter and also imply high ME values. Conversely, low
MSE can serve to establish a high level of correlation.

19

.)

The ME ranged between -0.29 and -0.06 mg N L” for the effective range of deep
percolation simulated by SOIL. The negative ME values indicated that measured NO,concentrationswere systematically lower than the simulated values. This is supported by the
regressionof measuredversus predicted NO,‘concentrations (Figure 31), where the majority
of data points are found below the I:1 line. The MSE rangedbetween 1.37and 1.05 (mg N L‘)* acrossthe range of predicted deep percolation modelled. These are quite high as expected
from the rather large scatter aroundthe I:1 line. Figure 3 1 provides a visual reflection of the
statistical analysis in terms of bias and scatter, with the slope of the regression lines (R*)
varying from 0.71 to 0.84.

^>

Systematic deviations as expressedby the ME values, could have been corrected by model
calibration; Although, it was probablethe systematic ovemstimation of NOi concentration by
the model was due more to shortcomings in t&a recovery strategy, in terms of the deficiencies
in the ceramic cup sampling tectnique~andthe limited number of measuredpoints in time and
space.In view of the tendencyof the model simulations of NO; concentrationsin the lowest cell
to be reasonably conservative, the modelling parameters were considered satisfactory in
predictingupper limits for leaching.
Similar magnitudes of error were ,found in a number of previous modelling investigations for
NOs- leaching below vegetation sustained on sandy strata, (Lewan, 1994; Blomback et al.,
1995). Le~an (1994) found that ME values from simulated and measured NOj- in deep
drainage varied from -1.72 to +l.l 1 when 90 kg N ha-’ yi’ was’applied to sandy-loam
supporting cereal crops in southern Sweden. Blomback (1995) reported R* values for
measuredversus predicted soil NOs- content that ranged from 0.9 (s18) to as low as 0.38
(n=18) for N.pputs of 230 kg N ha-’ yr-’ to a sandy loam growing wheat in Germany.
It is important to note that the deviations between the observedand predicted data sets of this
.-,study were derived from a much larger experimental unit (and hencewith higher probability
of error propagation) than those in Lewan (1994) and Blomback et al. (1995). Overall, given
the various constraints discussed,the agreementis consideredquite good.
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Figure 3 1. Comparison betweensimulated and measuredNOJ-concentrations(mg L“) at Great
Keppel Island for an 18-monthperiod from Jan I996 to June 1997.
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5.

DISCUSSION

5.1

Performance and Utility of the Model

Simulation modelling allows the exploration of the complex system in question, indicating
directionsfor future researchwith the ultimate aim of better understandingof that system (Kirkby
et al., 1993). An important out&me ,of this approach is the identification of inadequaciesand
limitations in empirical work and theoretical assumptions, as well as an appreciation for the
governingprocesses.
A large number of parametersneededto.be specified in order to run the SOILN model. Mahy of
thesewere only consideredappropriatefbr specific applic&ions, iince theyvaryacdording tb site,
or,otherconditions& view of this, it may be diflictilt soinetinies to apply the,mod&l astutely for a
particular scenario due to a lack of knowledge regarding representativeparameter values or the
unavailability of suitable experimental data.
. ..v..
The sensitivity analysis described in Section-4.3 was able~toillustrate tliefacttirs.inost likely to
influence ,the predicted N export from below the root zone. An approximation of the sign’ and
magnitudeof model,output changeswas given for key parameters.
,:

‘,..

The ..value of ,the parameterised model- as. a preaititive todl land. scenario tester was also
demonstratedfor soil NO; leacliing from nutrient-rich effluent irrigation. A very high proportion
of applied N wa$ recycled as cut grass biomass, owing to the perennial growth and nutrient
uptakeof g&s, which ultimately, exacerbatedpredicted N lossesfrom the root zone. All but the
higher effluen&rigation ratesat Great Keppel Island predicted a.proportion of N03- transported
below turfgrass root systems that was small in relation to plant uptake when considered over a
long time scale. Large percentageerrors in the amount of leachedNOj-were actually small errors
Yri relation to the high annual flows in the system, which inevitably -occurred unless the
representationof turfgrass growth was precise. Such accuracy was difficult to achieve when
modelling biological processes.
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Discrepancies betweenthe measuredand predicted values of soil and leachateNO; at the Great
Keppel Island site could have been caused by a combination of experimental and model
formulation error. The precision with which soil N and C cycling was representedby SOILN
dependedon an accurate description of the main constituent processes,which at present, omits
ammonia volatilization and is based on a host of simplifying assumptions. An accurate
description of NO; leaching also dependson the description of water movement in the SOIL
model, especially the deeppercolation rate to groundwaterand surfacerunoff volume. The likely
sourcesof experimental error were discussedin Section 4.42.
Despite these errors, the model appears to provide a :realistic representationof the relevant
processes in broad terms. For N cycling studies, it gives a good indication of the relative
quantities of nutrients associatedwith eachroute~throughthe system and ameaningful upperlimit
to the availability of N to flow to sea.
No attempt was made to predict any set of experimental values by exactly synchronizing or
matching sim@ion

and ~experimentaloutcomes for the N concentration in leachate, due to

spatial variability issnes,andthe exhaustive data required for, such.an exercise. This researchhas
insteadbeen guided by a literature-basedunderstanding.ofthese systems, in conjunction.with an
‘order of magnitude’ validation process. Future model refinement for field scale applications at
GBR resort island sites may best be directed towards dry-matter production of grass clippings,
which are a more routinely measuredsystem output.
There is undeniably much room for improvement in the fit obtained between SOILN model
output and me&red observationsin relation to NOa- concentration.below the root zone for the
GBR resort island applications investigated. This would certainly require further enhancementof
the concepts and methodology upon which the model is founded, while an improved estimation
of model parametersand field measurementtechnique appearsnecessary.Further investigation is
also required into the potential of the model to effectively quantify N leaching from a more
diverse range of effluent irrigation and fertilisdr management strategiesthan those presentedin
this study.
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While uncertaintiesexist for many fundamental propertiesthat control N flows in soil, if a sound
balanceof independentfield data and model outcomes can be achieved,improve the quantitative
assessmentof effluent irrigation practice at GBR resort islands. It is hoped that even in the
absenceof detailed~measurements of model parameters, as is generally the case, the SOILN
mpdel (as configured for this research)would be sufficiently robust, and transportable in terms of
turfgrass parameters. This” issue will

be addressed more comprehensively in a future

management-orientedreport focusing on a wider range of effluent irrigation, soil type and
1
meteorological permutations at GBR resort islands.
5.2.

Outcomes,for.Management ~

Logistical considerations.i&&g

.,

%.
‘_.
the impIemen&ion -o$efIIuer~\~irrig&on on GBR islands:

include land application &ea requirements, water
pond
health and
,. storage
*
../ sizing: public
.,,I
,..’
aesthetics.Indeed,‘largetracts of land may be required for effluentsirrigation.
.’
(‘:,
Hewitt (1990) estimated that for a hypothetical ,100OEP plant,/,).i
an area of/,/,.
around,20 hectares
would be required to~enst& no runoff or direct discharge of effluent in’up to the design 1 m 10
.:,
year wet year. He further intimated that a wet weathersstorage pond providing 90-120 days
capacity would also be required to balance out dry weather and wetweather irrigatiotrapplication
rates.While the peak occupancy ratesat GBR resort islands are often
.., much lower
.) (refer ‘fable l),
substantial land areas for effluent irrigation are still Iikeiy to be prescribed using traditional
methods such as. the New South Wales EPA model (EPA, 1995) and Victoriao EPA model
(Thomas, i992).
It is therefore intended that the SOILN model configured for this report be considered as a
planning tool for the optimisation of land areas and effhtent irrigation scheduling. For given
$fIuehi production rates and N quality, simulations could be run to ensure minimal adverse
effects on aquifer water quality and thereby restrict long-term rises in groundwater outnow ofN
to GBR waters.

I

Based on the simulation results undertaken to date, daily applications on the golf course areasat
Brampton’and Dunk Islands would appear to be acceptable(in terms of N migration) for any
proportion of eMuent currently produced.
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However, for heavily irrigated effluent on a predominantly sandy island such as Great Keppel
Island - which features a water table close to the surface, the highly mobile N was predicted to
readily leach through the unsaturatedzone into the aquifer. As this aquifer is also used for resort
water supply, the utility of this resource could be impaired over time. Therefore, any future
effluent irrigation proposal.atGreat Keppel Island would needto include the airstrip and gardens
for example, given that all other considerations are met. This would serve to reduce hydraulic
loads and possibly disperse the source sufficiently to enter other hydraulically disconnected
aquifer systems.
As turfgrass growth proceeds all year round, Nos. can be absorbed from thensoil’ almost
continuously. In some cases,proper timing of residue incorporation could decreasethe potential
.~I :
:
for GO< leaching by immobilisihg some of the residual N that ‘other&e might leach. Although,
G,’.,.
the subsequentmineralisation that occurs during biodegradationmay function as‘a slow-release
form of N fertilisation a& d&d unduly Rromotethe releaseof N into.the aquifer &.&when
coupled with effluent irrigation inputs. It is therefore essential that the turfgrass
~.., be clipped
regularly and r&&ed’ off ~‘the‘irrigation area for correct disposal. &m&sting clippings with
dried sludge from’the se&&&&nent
process is one o$ion.
Some further recommehdatid’nsregarding the practical implementation of an effluent reuse
schemeat a.GBR iesort’isi&id are as follows:
Development of a wet-weather areaat a satisfactory distancefrom the nearestpotable bore is

l

imperative~tominimise the impact of flushing effects on N distributed lower in the soil profile
from exces$ve and/or prolonged rainfall - as demonstratedfor Dunk Island;
l

A soil depth of at’least 1.0 m is consideredadequate,since this was shown to be sufficiently,
deep to allow regular root development and provide ample residence time to generateN

--.
l

lossesand transformations in the biologically active soil zone;
Benefits of irrigationat night are threefold: (i) wind velocities are generally lower, thus
reducing the distortion of irrigation pat&m by minimising windblown spray; (ii) limit
public exposure to aerosols thereby alleviating public health concerns and (iii) lower
evapotranspiration loss produces greater efficiencies of water use and therefore satisfying
turfgrass moisture requirementsfor optimum growth;

l

Windbreakers and/orbuffer zonesshould be allocated aroundthe site.
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l

Fuller and Warrick (1985) suggest that wastewater application should be limited to lands
with slopes less than 6% to avoid excess surface water runoff lossesto nearby watercourses
or directly to seaand limit particulate nutrient transport by erosion;

l

To avoid lower consumptive use by turfgrass that occurs when a non-uniform distribution of
irrigation exists, astute spacing and selection of sprinkler heads is required to optimise
coverage. For example, subsurfaceor pop-up sprinklers with low-pressure nozzles may be
appropriate, or in mechanically moved systems, the lateral could be fitted with spray noziles
.,a

directed downward and applying the effluent close to the ground.
This research’will culminate with future general guidelines for i&u&t

disposal practiceson GRR

resort islands. It is hopedthat they may provide the framework and necessarybackground data for
use in updating policy for GBR effluent irrigation management in relation to N exports to sea.
This document will provide recommendationsregarding maximtim advisableeffluent &t&cation
rates, allowable limits of effhient N concentration and scheduling considerations,with reference
to a variety of island geology and seasonalconditions:
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

Irrigation re-use of effluent discharged from coastal resorts provides an alternative to the
dischargeof treated sewagedirect to surrounding waters and also a possible opportunity for
effective managementof water resources.In effect, it recognizesthe ability of land to reduce
and retard the movement of N into the adjoining aquatic ecosystem.
To evaluate the advantagesand risks of sustainedeffluent irrigation, a soil water flow model
andN transport sub-modelwere employed to predict,the soil N balance~fora 1 metre deepsoil
profile for three island resorts over a 20-year period. The predictions were based on
hypothetical schemesof effluent irrigation deduced fro,m the available,effhtent data for each
,resort.
_,.’
..

.

I...

2

The assumedapplication areasat Dunk and~,BramptonIslands were shown to be sufficient to
ensure an adequate reduction in the transfer of N from the vadose zone for all cases
considered. Notably however, the. high annual ,rainfall at Dunk Island,.could increase the
likelihood of rapid transport of N via surface runoff and short circuit flow paths.
For low levels of applied effluent N to Great Keppel Island, the turfgrassand soil profile were
reasonablyeffective in limiting the transfer of N to the aquifer system. However, at medium
to high rates of applied N the soil characteristics lead to a more pronounced degreeof N
migration. For irrigating large fractions of the total available sewageeffhtenf it would be
prudent to distribute over a greaterareathan that assumedin this study to reducethe hydraulic
loading.
.j!
It also should be noted that significant N contributions to each island system from the nonremoval of grass clippings were predicted. This counteracted somewhat the high degree of
___
effectiveness of turfgrass in utilizing applied N, so that clipping removal is recommendedto
further diminish potential leaching risks from moderateto high effluent reuseapplications.
Based on the level of leaching predicted for Great Keppel Island at high levels of applied N,
elevation of the nitrate concentrationof surrounding waters, sufficient to be detrimental to the
marine ecology, cannot be discounted. Further detailed studies of resort island nutrient mass
balances are warranted in conjunction with the need for more detailed work on the
groundwater dynamics and the residence times around the coast before transport away by
currents and tides.

For both Dunk and Brampton Islands, the maximum reduction in the potential N flow to GBR
waters was achieved when 100 % of the current daily effluent production was distributed over a
turfgrassarea corresponding to the size of each golf coursearea. A reduction of 85 % and 93 %
was simulated for each island respectively in such a case.As wastewaterapplication rates rose,
steady increasesin the simulated reduction of N available for ocean discharge were predicted.
This suggestedthat if such high levels of effluent irrigatiotrusage are viable from an economic
and logistical standpoint (subject to public health concern) then the heightened degree of
effectivenessin reducing potential discharge quantities could be capitalized on.
The reduction in the flow of N below the root zone at Great~Keppel~Island-alsoreached a peak
value for the mti.mum Ieve! of wastewater irrigation loading; The de@e&of~effectivenessdfIand
utilisation of N was not.a.,high,as at.the other islands studied, however,.thepotential redudtion in
the mass ofv exported to GBR,,watem reached:44,%. Additionally, relatively sinall increasesin
N usageby the land system were associated with much larger ihcreases.in the ‘irrigation rate,
po@ting to a maximum ,thresholdof N uptake .by turfgrass being approachedor surpassed.For
this study, the prospective irrigation areas of each island site Were assumed to be ‘no greater in
extent than the golf cqurse, whereas larger areaswithin the resort environs,such as airstrips and
gardensare likely to be available for use. As a consequence,the simulations undertaken should be
consideredas a lower estimate ofN reduction in terms of the level of N available for dischargeto
the local marine environment. This is further supportedby the conservativeas.sumption~ofN as a
non-interactive.solute entering ai) aquifer (with no dilution), which freely dischargesto the sea.

.i’
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Appendices

Appendix I a. Great Keppel Island golf coursemeasuredhydraulic properties-statistical data
;~;,

Note:Theminimum andmaximumvalues used for the multi-run spatial variability analysis corresponded to Values one standard~deviation (SD) from the mean(cr).

Appendix lb. Dunk island golf coursemeasuredhydraulic properties-statistical data

Note:Theminimum andmaximumvaluesusedfor themulti-ma spatial&ability analysiscorresponded
to valuesonestandarddeviation(SD) fmm themean(0).

Appendix 1C. Brampton Island golf co&e measuredhydraulic propertiesL statisticaldata

O-5
5- 10

42
39

2.8
J.8

6.1
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8.4
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3.3
3.2

39.7
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‘:

51
.35

22.3
13.2

:

43.8
37.7

Note:Theminimum andmaximumvaluesusedfor themulti-runspatialvariabilityanalysiscorresponded
to valws onestandarddeviation(SD) from themean(a).
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Appendix 2a. Simulated envelopeof Variationin soil moisturecontentfor the 0.85 - l.O,m cell at Great KeDDel(top)),Dunk (centre)and Brampton (bottom)
Islandsfor irrigation = 0 % of total daily effluent. . ’ ’ . ..
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Appendix 2c. Simulated variation ip soil moisturecontekfor the.0.85’-I.9 $‘celj at &eat K6ppel (top), Duk(centre) and Brampton (bottom)
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Appendix 2d. Simulated envelopeof &iation in soil moisture contentfor the 0.85.- 1.0 &,+I at GreatKeppel (top), Dunk (centre)and Brampton (bottom)
,*
I&mds for.i&+ion = 75 % of t&l daily ef?uent. ,:,. ,+
y.
_. -.
z
I:
75

..,

Appendix 2e. Simulated variqtion in soii’moismec&ten&r

t& O.& lkm ~~$11
at &reat.K.$ppel’(toi) D&il?(centre) and Brampton(bottom)
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Appendix 3. Parametervalues usedin tie SOILN model,

General Process& Parameter.
1. Precioitation

PTRANSM
PGRESP
PPMAX20( 1)
PPMAXZO(2)

‘Parameter Ddscriptiog

.:

;
1

Value
I

conditions’. ”
’
:
~Leaf transiniSsiondde’ficietit ::,
0.1~
Respirationgrdtili:cdnVeiSidn efficiency
0.72
: Maxinwm.leaf photosynthesisra” at pptimal,temperature;waterand-N ,~54
conditions
.b 1,’ 1, .,; _
t. ‘.‘. *’
Rat6 of decline of maximu’m’:leiif photosyfithisis with increased,leaf ‘0.35
areaindex,

Unit

Source
,

I

kg CO2 ha-’ h-’

18
19
7
28

Aooendix 3. (continued)
I;HOTEMP(~)
-._---. .-._.
I’HU 1kMJ(Z)
5. Turfgrass Resipiration & Litter
ALITTERS

.I,Minimum daily.mean’air.
I’,, lb:,.,
“:* +n...
Ya,lJ mPnI,,-. Llll
.cl!tperaturefor optimum &vth
:
.~ _
1‘Fraction orstem biomass~lostas litter
I d-’
I 0.026
0.023
d-1
&t-to litter
d”
0.03
t growth lost as litter
0.03
Ii-’
lostaslitter
ti temperatumeffect =’ 1~for,grass,respiration 25
G
rponseto a 10“C soil tempe~aturechange~fdr
grassrespiiation.
2.6
I
,
Distribution of
~ru~wof! fate ,below~so,ii~.surfa~e~
Exponential DENDEPTH
The ‘depthwherethe deni;tfifi~atioh capacityceases
0.5
m
DFRACLOW
Fraction ofthe exponential~fuiktion~remaining below the depth where -0.05
the denitrification actiqil., -----I
I
DENPOT
Potential rate 0bfdenitrification:
Clay-basedsoil with hi~gh-residues
(BramptonIsland, Dunk Island)~
0.15
g N m”! d-’
StiC ly:basedsoil with higli:residues(G?eat-Keppel
Island)
0.1
DENHS
Half saturationconsWit id,functibn forNO~‘concentiation effect
10
TEMQ I OD
Response‘to a 10 “C soil:‘temperature.changelfo,r denitriflcation - 10
1 Bramptonand :Dunk~Island :
1’Responseto a~10°C Isoil teinpb~aturechangefor denitrification -,Great 1.6
1KeppeIIsliidd
7. Mineralisation & Immobilisation )
1CN ratin niirm~nmaiiicm,gand humified products
CNORG
6
CPLANT
h lijsf’tilil&r
1
C Contemof bidniass~whe
.i.45
gCgDM”
ABOVEK
Fraition of N and C m surfakeresiduesthat areconverted.tolitter
0.1
de’
ABOXELN
Fraction of N il1 abovegiound~residues
that are leached-everyday0
d-’
ABOVELC
Fraction of C in above,groundresidues.thatare-leachedevery day
0
d’l
LITK
Litter s:peciftc decompositionrate under.grassland
SE-3 ;
d-’
HUMK
Humus specific: decompositionrate undergrassland
1.5E-5
d-’
NITK
Specific nitritication rate
10.09
1 d”
NITR
:NOs‘- NI$ratio in nitriti cation function
11
-

1.

.“..”

. . . . ~.Y~‘.6..L,,1,,,

26
27
27
-.
*A
20
14
5, 16
*A
I

5
21
22
13
13
3 3
8’3
*A
*A
3
29
19
1 10

Appendix 3. (continued)
LITHF
LITEFF

Litter carbonhumitication fraction
0.35
Efficiency of the internal synthesis of microbial biomass and 0.4
metabolitesin litter

8. Soil Abiotic Response
MOSM

23
3

*A
Coefficien;“in soil-water function for mineralisation~immobilisation 1
and nitrification processes
MOSSA
Saturation activity in soil moisture response function for 0.6
12
mineralisation-immobilisation andnitrification processes
.i
MOS(I)
Difference in moisture contents between wilting point and the 10
Vol %
12
minimum moisture content at which the moisture content response
function has a value of unity for mineralisation-immobilisation and
nitriftcation processes
MOS(2)
Difference in moisture contentsbetweensaturationand the maximum 8
Vol %
12
‘moisture contentat which% &istum contentresponse~function
has a ”
value of unity for mineralisation-immobihsation and ‘nitriftcation
processes
,_
l A
TEMBAS
Base temperatureatwhich temperatureeffect =l for. mineralisation- 25
“C
immobilisation, denitrification andnitritication processes
TEMQlO
24
Response~toa 10 “C soil temperatures
change-for the mineralisation- 1.6
immobilisation andnitritication processes,
DEND
13*B
Coefftcient in function’ for soil-water content /. aeration effect on 2
denitrification
: 15*”
Vol %
MOSDEN
Water content range:in function’fqr <oil-watercontenti&&ion effect 15
on denitrification
Sources:1. Fumas et al. (1994); 2. Robertsonet al. (1993);3:~Probert:etaL’(1998);4,~Boot~rid.den.qubbelden(~1996);5. Pu et al. (1999); 6. Devitt (11989);7.
Hodgkinson et al. (1989); 8. Ghannoumaitd:Conroy(1998); 9. Strong:and,Cooper(1992); JO.Blomback and Eckersten(1997); 11. van Keulen et al. (1989);
12.Johnssonet al. (1987); 13. Smith et ali (1998); 14. Luo et aLi(1998); 1~5.Ruz-Jerezet al. (1994); 16: Burford and Bramner (1975); 17. Madakadzeet al.
(1998); 18. Faurie et al. (1996); 19. Bunce (1995); 20. Jellinghauset al. (1996); 21. Davidsson and Leonardson(1997); 22. Johnssonet al. (1991); 23.
Bloemhof and Berendse(1995); 24. MacDuffand White (1985); 25. Wu et al. (1998i 26. Sheehyet al. (1980); 27. Thomley and Verbeme (1989); 28. Topp
and Doyle (1996); 29. Janssonand Anderssori(1988).

Notes: *A Assumed value; *a Adapted from source

Appendix 4. Initial condi~io& of nitrogen,c&bon andbiomasspools of turfgrassand soil for the SOILN model.
Parametei

Paiameteipeschption.

l,.;

Value

Unit

Source

,

LEAFW
STEMW
=0

1Initial valu_
I Initial value of turfs

I
I
I
I
Sources:1. Adaptedfrom Probt5-tet al. (1998) using mean’ineasuiedb&d&i@at
Biamptbn~Island;2. Measuredat Brampton Island; 3.
Adapted from Robertsonet al. (1993) using meanmea&d ~dlkdeGty &%ratiptotiIsltid; 4. Wilman et al. (1994); 5. Topp and Doyle (1996).
‘j,‘~l.
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